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Abstract

iii

Airboats are a common recreational vehicle in southern regions of the United States. A
functional prototype of an airboat design was constructed utilizing the manufacturing processes
and components available to gain knowledge and experience with the design process. The hull,
rudder framework, seating structure, propeller shroud, drivetrain, and drive unit framework were
fabricated at a machine shop. Remaining components were purchased, such as the engine,
rudders, and propeller. Welders, mills, lathes, band saws, grinders, hydraulic presses, and power
tools were employed in the construction. Drivetrain and drive unit framework was designed and
analyzed using RomaxDesigner, a simulation software for gearboxes, bearings, and drivetrains as
well as Abaqus a Finite Element Analysis program. "Optimization of an Airboat Design", or
OAD, was a design project. Benchmarking was conducted by the team members of OAD on
traditional airboat designs, on which OAD is based. An in depth project description and the
benchmarking results can be found in this report. Ryan Rader, Timothy Caputo, and Adam
Leppek are the project team members, all are aeronautical engineering students. As the project
sponsor, Ryan will be donating his time and labor at Marion N. Rader Machine Shop to fabricate
the airboat components not being purchased.
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Introduction
OAD was designed and based upon results from the benchmarking process and advice
from industry professionals. Michael Emrich of Floral City Airboats Co. was an industry advisor
with whom the team contacted during the design phases of the project. Advice that was acquired
through e-mails and conversations was utilized by the design team. The team used their
discretion to decide if the recommendations from Emrich would be applied. Judgments were
based on knowledge gained and from team member's understanding of mechanical systems. The
benchmarking portion of this report is separated into five categories that are consistent with the
in depth description of the fabrication process. These five categories are based on the classic
design of an airboat, which consists of: a flat bottom hull, propulsion system, seating
arrangement, drive unit framework, and propeller guard.
Simulations were not conducted on the hull, seating structure, propulsion system, or
propeller guard. The verification portion of OAD was emphasized on the drivetrain and drive
unit framework, specifically the structure that supports the propeller shaft. Details about the
confirmation process for the propeller shaft support structure and drivetrain are located in the
propulsion system portion of the results. Due to time constraints and the proposed usage of the
airboat, the design team determined that simulations of the other portions of the design were
unnecessary. The airboat that was designed by the team is a mini-airboat capable of carrying
two passengers and an operator. It is to be used on local lakes and rivers and is not intended to
be used in locations where obstacles will hit the hull such as logs or other debris. This airboat
will be unsuitable for usage on mud, land, and marshes. The team successfully designed and
fabricated a small three person airboat that is light weight and can achieve the fastest speed
possible with the propulsion system that was available. Enhancing the control features of the
airboat was another objective that the design team incorporated into the airboat construction.
These alterations to the control features will be discussed in the seating structure segment. The
port side of the airboat is the left hand side when facing the nose of the airboat and the right is
starboard. Stern is the back of the airboat, hull and the bow is the front.
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Benchmarking
The first airboat was built in 1905 in Nova Scotia, Canada. Classic design of an airboat
consists of: a flat bottom hull, propulsion system (which contains an engine, propeller, and
rudders), seating arrangement, drive unit framework, and propeller cage/shroud. This traditional
model of an airboat was used as a benchmark for the teams design project. Detailed information
regarding each of the conventional elements of an airboat can be found in their specified sections
following this introductory paragraph. These specifics are concentrated on the traditional
components of an airboat. Modern airboats can now have many additional features and
numerous design alterations; the majority of these will not be discussed. Our project,
Optimization of an Airboat Design, is based on the classic airboat concepts, so additional
information from these modern alterations is unnecessary.

Hull
Some manufacturers offer hulls constructed of fiberglass. However, most airboat hulls
are fabricated from aluminum. There are many different grades of aluminum available; the most
common utilized in airboats is 6061-T6. An aluminum open hull design will be discussed in
detail in this section. Thickness of the hull has many contributing factors, a few of which are:
the terrain on which the airboat will be used, total weight of cargo and passengers, and airboat
size. Commonly flat bottom hulls are used; this allows an airboat to be operated in shallow
water such as swamps and marshes. Airboats can also be maneuvered on: lakes, rivers, canals,
mud, and even on land. Any body of water, even if it is frozen, can be accessed by an airboat if
the hull is constructed properly for that form of use. To operate an airboat on terrain such as
marshes, dry land, and frozen bodies of water the hull of the airboat must be constructed properly
to withstand the increase in stress due to larger loads being applied. This requires the hull to
have additional or increased runners and gussets (reinforcements).
All airboat hulls have runners located on the floor; they are generally aluminum and run
the full length of the hull. Common forms of these runners include: tee bars, rectangular tubing,
and square tubing. Additional runners may run widthwise across the top or in-between the
lengthwise runners. All the runners, both length and widthwise, are welded to each other and
then to the hull. Along the gunnels, which are the top edges of the hull, there is extruded
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aluminum capping or aluminum angle iron. Sidewalls of the hull are normally reinforced with
aluminum V-crimped extrusions that run the full length. Extra supports may be added to the
sidewalls and to the transom, these routinely are aluminum gussets. Gussets are triangular plates
that are welded in the upper four corners of the hull. They may also be welded from the
sidewalls and transom to the runners. Size, quantity, and spacing of the runners and gussets are
determined based on the type of terrain where the airboat will be operating, weight of cargo and
passengers, and power available from the propulsion system.
To enhance the operation of the airboat on water and rough terrain such as dry land,
frozen bodies of water, and mud, the bottom of the hull and part of the sidewalls may be coated
with resin or epoxy. These coatings do not go all the way up the sidewalls of the hull; they
generally cover half of the height. An alternative to coating the bottom of the hull and sidewalls
is to attach polymer or UHMW polyethylene sheets. Coatings and sheets are added to improve
the durability of the hull from abrasion, reduce friction between the hull and the contact surface,
and to help prevent corrosion. Reducing friction is the largest improvement that manufacturers
gain by applying coatings and sheets to the hull. By reducing friction the airboat will be able to
travel across terrain faster, improve fuel efficiency, and result in less wear and tear.
The sides of the hull are ordinarily angled out at an angle determined from the difference
in the beam and bottom widths of the hull. Beam is the maximum width of the hull, which is
measured at the transom; the transom is the back panel of an airboats hull. A result of having
angled sides for the hull is in an increase in the displacement. Increasing the displacement
allows the airboat to carry more passengers and cargo. Hull depth varies from a maximum
measurement taken at the transom to a minimum at the front. This change in hull depth is to
accommodate for the center of gravity being near the back. The center of gravity is located
towards the back of the hull due to the propulsion system being located in this vicinity. Varying
the hull depth causes the sidewalls to have a constant distance from the water surface when the
airboat is in the water. Classic hull design for an airboat consists of having a flat bottom with an
inclined section for the front. Top width of this inclined section is based on the overall length of
the hull and the difference in depth from the front to the rear. Bottom width of this inclined
section is the same as the width of the flat section. The inclined sections length and angle
relative to the flat section, is reliant on the intention of the airboat and terrain on which it will be
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used. Overall length and width of the hull is dependent on: the number of passengers, weight
and size of cargo, terrain on which the airboat will be used, intention of airboat, and required
propulsion system. Many options are available for hull design such as closed or partially closed
hulls and various ways the hull shape is defined.

Propulsion Methods
Many different kinds of propulsion systems have been used in airboats over the years. A
propulsion system for an airboat consists of: an engine, propeller, and rudders. Various forms of
engines that have been used on airboats include: diesel, aircraft, automotive, turbine, and small
high output aluminum block engines. Aircraft engines were once the most common form used in
airboats, however due to large improvements in automotive engines, this is no longer the
situation. One advantage that aircraft engines have over automotive is that the propeller can be
connected directly to the output shaft. Some improvements made to automotive engines consist
of: improved fuel efficiency, greater power to weight ratios, less maintenance, and increased
longevity. When comparing automotive and aircraft engines that produce the same horsepower,
the aircraft engine costs more to purchase, operate, and maintain. Additionally it is difficult to
get parts for aircraft engines. Due to these challenges, many manufacturers and consumers of
airboats have changed from aircraft to automotive engines.
Propellers on airboats are operated at speeds below the maximum tip speed. In general
the maximum tip speed of a propeller is around 890 feet per second. This number may be higher
or lower depending on the propeller shape. If a propeller is operated at speeds above the
maximum tip speed, a catastrophic failure in the propeller could result. In addition, the
maximum thrust of a propeller is achieved at the maximum tip speed. A lost in thrust, a result of
the aerodynamics of the propeller, will occur if the propeller is operated above the maximum tip
speed. Airboat propeller manufacturers specify maximum rotations per minute (RPM) that their
props are capable of. This ultimate RPM is determined from the size, shape, and material from
which the prop is manufactured. The greatest RPM of the prop is also based on the maximum tip
speed for a propeller. Aircraft engines generally operate at RPMs of 3,000 or lower. For most
airboats the greatest RPM of the prop is between 3,000 and 2,700, this RPM range allows the
prop to be mounted directly to the aircraft engine.
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Automotive engines commonly operate at RPMs of 6,000 or less, thus requiring a
reduction box. This reduction box is then connected to the propeller. A reduction box may
contain gears or a timing belt system. Other common names for a timing belt are: cog, toothed,
notch, or synchronous belt. The ratio of the reduction box is reliant on the highest RPM of the
engine and maximum RPM of the propeller being used. Reduction boxes and timing belt
systems may also have to be used when using a diesel or small aluminum block engine.
Advantages to using an automotive engine are the vast options available, such as make, size, and
horsepower. Horsepower is the most important of these choices; an automotive engine typically
can produce between 100 to over 500 horsepower. This is dependent on various specifications;
examples include the displacement of the engine, fuel being used, and compression ratio. There
are aftermarket manufacturers that offer automotive engines that produce over 1,000 horsepower.
Having this much horsepower available can make building an airboat challenging due to the
large stresses that the hull, drive unit framework, and propeller will have to withstand.
Automotive engines used on airboats may have fuel injected or carbureted fuel systems, a
turbocharger or a supercharger, and can be naturally aspirated using regular gasoline, alcohol,
racing fuel, or nitrous oxide systems.
Airboat propellers may have up to five blades, can be made from a variety of materials,
and have many different sizes and shapes that are dependent on the consumers requirements.
Materials that propellers can be made from comprise of: wood, carbon fiber, stainless steel, and
nickel. Wood propellers are made of out hardwood lumber, with birch being the most commonly
used. The leading edges of wood propellers are reinforced with stainless steel or nickel so that
the propeller will not splinter if hit by a foreign object while being operated. Carbon fiber is used
in propellers due to being light weight and having high yield strength but is easily subject to
fracturing if hit. Propellers made from carbon fiber will require less horsepower to drive than a
wood propeller since carbon fiber is light in weight, but in terms of propeller cost, wood is
considerably cheaper. Options that significantly affect the cost of a propeller include: having
variable pitch, size, and number of blades.
The most common number of blades for an airboat propeller is two or three. Increasing
the number of blades on a propeller will result in more thrust being generated. However there is
a trade off, by increasing the number of blades, more horsepower will be required to drive the
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propeller. Propeller sizing is an important parameter when choosing a propeller. Sizing is
dependent on the number of blades that the propeller has, engine horsepower available, airboats
purpose, and maximum speed at which the propeller rotates. When sizing a propeller and
choosing the number of blades, a consumer will contact a distributor or manufacturer. A
consumer will discuss with them what engine they are using, horsepower available from that
engine, size and purpose of the airboat. Further information required by the distributor or
manufacturer may include: desired propeller material and profile. Many shapes are available for
airboat propellers; in general the profiles are similar except for the tips. Tip options available
are: pointed, rounded, and flat. Choice of the tip style and profile greatly influences the
maximum RPM of the propeller, due to the aerodynamics.
Airboats frequently have two rudders, although using a single rudder is an option. These
rudders are commonly constructed of: aluminum, carbon fiber, stainless steel, or wood.
Aluminum and carbon fiber are the most commonly used materials. Rudders may have an airfoil
shape, or be flat sheets or panels of material. If the airfoil shape is used the rudders will have a
core made of foam and thin aluminum or carbon fiber sheets will surround the foam. These
rudders are attached to the propeller cage and then to each other by an aluminum rod. A
push/pull cable or a connecting linkage is attached to a directional control stick located next to
the driver's seat. This allows the operator to control the movement of the rudders. By
controlling the movement of the rudders, the operator is able to steer the airboat by directing the
airflow from the propeller. An acceleration pedal located on the floor in front of the driver
permits them to control the speed of the airboat. This throttle pedal is connected to the engines
fuel system and regulates the amount of fuel entering the combustion chamber.

Seating Assembly
Airboat seating arrangements differ greatly. This arrangement is contingent on: the
location of the propulsion system, form of propulsion system being used, airboat size and
intention, and number of passengers. The driver's position is ordinarily elevated above the
passengers and in the rear of the airboat. Positioning of the driver in the widthwise direction of
the hull can be centered or offset to one side to counterweight another passenger or cargo.
Commonly the driver is raised up above the engine. Framework for the seating in an airboat is
often constructed of aluminum, mild steel, or stainless steel tubing. Seating organization may be
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side by side or front and back. For a two person airboat, the typical seating arrangement has the
driver in a raised position centered in the rear above the engine. The passenger is also centered
widthwise in the boat and located in front of and below the driver.
In airboats with six or less passengers the seating framework is generally constructed as a
single assembly and welded to the runners located on the bottom of the hull. Smaller airboat
seating style can be compared to that of a theater, with the driver in the most raised position at
the back and each additional seating level being lower than the previous. When constructing
larger airboats with more than six passengers the seating structure is commonly composed of
smaller sub assemblies. These larger airboats are normally used for tour boats. In large tour
boats the passengers commonly are all on the same height level, however, the driver will still be
elevated above the passengers and located in the rear of the airboat. The purpose of having the
driver is this position is to have improved visibility and to be in a close proximity to the engine.

Drive Unit Structure
Drive unit framework is regularly composed of: stainless steel, aluminum, or mild steel
tubing. The drive unit framework may include the engine structure and propeller shaft support
framework. All airboats have an engine structure. Size of the tubing required for this structure
is dependent on the immensity of the engine being utilized for the propulsion system. This
motor framework is welded to the runners located on the floor of the hull. Seating structure and
engine framework may be a single assembly or they can be separate attachments. The propeller
guard may also be connected to the engine framework. Additional framework may be needed on
some airboats to support the propeller shaft. When using an engine that requires a gear reduction
box this additional framework is not needed. The propeller is connected to the reduction box
which is mounted to the engine. Using a cog belt pulley system requires further framework to
support the bearing blocks that the propeller shaft is mounted in. These bearing blocks are either
bolted or welded to the added framework. This framework may be connected to the prop shroud
and engine structure. Split clamp collars may be located on either side of the bearing blocks,
these collars hold onto the propeller shaft and limit forward and backward movement. Sizing of
the propeller shaft and support framework, along with the bearing blocks and split clamp collars
is reliant on the amount of thrust produced by the propeller.
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Propeller Cage/Shroud
Propeller guard scale is determined by what size propeller is used for the airboat.
General construction of the propeller shroud consists of stainless steel, mild steel, or aluminum
tubing that is used to create a framework for the guard. Magnitude of the tubing depends on the
size of the guard that is being constructed. Spacing of the tubing used for the framework is
commonly quite large. The guard surrounds the engine as well as the propeller. Once this
framework has been constructed around the propeller and the engine, a wire mesh made of
aluminum or stainless steel is welded to the framework. This wire mesh is very coarse, the
dimensions can vary greatly depending on the manufacturer, but a common mesh size is 12
gauge with two inch by four inch openings. The propeller guard is generally connected to the
engine framework and seating structure, it may also be welded to the runners located on the floor
of the hull.
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Requirements and Specifications
Safety Requirements
Life Jacket Laws


Children less than 6 years of age must wear a Type I or Type II PFD when riding in the
open deck area of a boat in Michigan.

Alcohol laws


Michigan boating law prohibits anyone from boating while under the influence of alcohol
or drugs. It is also unlawful for the owner of a vessel to allow anyone else to operate
their vessel if that person is under the influence of alcohol or drugs.

Fire Extinguisher Laws


Personal watercraft are required to have a Type ABC fire extinguisher on board if there
are closed living spaces, compartments under the seats where portable fuel tanks may be
placed, permanently installed fuel tanks, or closed storage compartments where
flammable or combustible materials may be placed.

Functional Requirements
The leading requirement was to construct the most optimal airboat using the components
and manufacturing processes available to the design team. The airboat was designed to meet the
safety regulations set by the United States Coast Guard (USCG) and the state of Michigan. It
meets or exceeds these regulations in order to be approved by both the state and USCG. The
project sponsor also required the airboat to meet some additional requirements which are listed
below:


Relatively high performance using provided engine



Stable but maneuverable hull design



Simple yet easy to use controls



Seating capacity for two passengers and an operator



Low material and production cost



Minimal maintenance

The airboat was designed to meet all the requirements stated above.
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Hull Construction
Initial design and fabrication of the airboat began with the hull. Suggestions from
Emrich were implemented into the hull design of the airboat, with some alterations made to his
propositions. Emrich proposed to use eighth or three-sixteenths of an inch thick 6061-T6
aluminum for the panels of the hull. The design team chose to use eighth of an inch thick panels
to reduce the weight. Additional propositions included: an overall width at the beam of seven
feet, bottom hull width of six feet, reinforcing with runners evenly spaced at one foot intervals
that run the full length of the hull, maximum hull depth of 18 inches at the transom, and
minimum hull depth of 14 inches at the front. A decision matrix was used to justify the material
selection for the hull; this matrix is in Table 1. Once these ideas had been acquired, the design
team spoke to Schupan Aluminum. The team discussed with Schupan the purpose of the design
project and if they would be willing to donate or provide materials required to construct the
airboat at a reduced cost. Schupan offered to provide materials to the design team at their cost.
Material from Schupan for the hull was available in eighth of an inch thick panels up to five feet
wide, so alterations had to be made to the proposed design.

Decision Criterion

Material Selection

Weighting Factor
Wood
Fiberglass
Aluminum
Steel

Ease of
Fabrication
Durability
Fabrication
Time
.25
.15
.2
.2
30
85
60
60
7.5
12.75
12
12
80
10
10
70
20
1.5
2
14
70
80
90
80
17.5
12
18
16
20
70
90
85
5
10.5
18
17
Table1: Hull Material Decision Matrix
Weight

Cost

Total

.2

100

90
18
10
2
45
9
65
13

62.25
39.5
72.5
63.5

The altered design of the hull consisted of having a maximum hull depth of 20 inches at
the transom, minimum hull depth of 16 inches at the nose, a beam width of six feet, and a bottom
width of five feet. Depth of the hull was increased by two inches at both the transom and the
bow in order to increase the displacement of the hull and to insure that there would be adequate
elevation of the bow above the waterline. As a result of increasing the hull depth the airboat
would have an increase in the maximum weight that could be safely suspended. What ultimately
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drove the decision to increase the hull depth was the height of the nose above the waterline.
This increase would allow adequate clearance in the situation that the airboat would encounter
rough or choppy water that could potentially come over the bow. Bottom width had to be altered
to five feet due to material availability. If the bottom width of the hull had remained at six feet
there would have been a joint in the bottom of the hull making it weaker at the point where the
joint would be located, and complicated the fabrication process. Discrepancy between the top
and bottom width of the hull results in angled sidewalls. Having angled sidewalls provides an
optimum profile for the hull. By having the sidewalls angled out the displacement is increased,
thus resulting in an improvement in the maximum capacity. Variance in the hull depth is to
compensate for the center of gravity being located towards the rear of the hull. This is due to the
propulsion system being situated in this vicinity.
Construction of the hull was initiated once the design alterations had been completed.
The eighth of an inch panels were ordered from Schupan in rectangular sheets that were cut to
the largest dimensions that were required of each panel. Material was unable to be cut with
angles; therefore they were ordered as rectangular sheets. Once the sheets were delivered to
Marion N. Rader Machine Shop, Ryan started to cut the sheets to the profiles that were
previously determined based on the MATLAB program that was written during the project
development portion. These panels were cut using a circular saw that had a carbide tip blade and
using WD-40 as a cutting lubricant to prevent the aluminum from welding onto the blade. Saw
horses were placed under the panels and then the required profile was sketched onto the sheets
using a black permanent marker, rulers, and squares. A piece of cold roll flat stock was then
clamped onto the panels to create a fence to guide the circular saw. Once the five panels had
been cut to the specified dimensions, they were clamped together using C-clamps. Afterwards
the panels were tacked to one another using the spool gun of the MIG (Metal Inert Gas) welder.
The MIG welder uses one pound spools of either .030” or .035” diameter aluminum wire.
Welding wire used in the construction of the airboat was 5356 and ER4043 aluminum alloy.
5356 is a very strong aluminum alloy that is used when strength is the primary concern for the
weld; ER4043 has a lower tensile strength than the 5356. ER4043 provides a smoother and more
brilliant looking weld than the 5356; the 5356 was used throughout the entirety of the hull
construction. The ER4043 was only used in the construction of the cage and the seating
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structure where the strength of the welds is not as essential. The larger .035” diameter wire was
used when using the 5356 wire and the .030” diameter was utilized with the ER4043 wire.
Larger diameter wire allows for heavier welds to be completed faster than if using smaller wire.
For this reason the .035” wire was employed when using the 5356 alloy since larger welds were
required. .030” diameter wire is used for smaller more detailed welding, hence why it was used
with the ER4043 aluminum alloy.
When the panels were tacked together, the tubing for the gunnels and runners in addition
to the plates for the gussets were cut and attached to the panels of the hull with small welds. All
of the initial welding was with small tack welds due to the extreme amount of heat that is
generated when heavier welds are created. The runners and tubing for the gunnels were cut with
a radial arm saw that had a carbide tip blade and WD-40 was used for the same purpose as
previously stated. Gunnel tubing was mounted to the hull so that the top side of the tubing was
level with the panel of the hull. Lengthwise runners are located at one foot intervals in the
bottom of the hull and these run the full length. Additional runners span the full width of the
hull; spacing is two feet between these runners. These widthwise runners are positioned inbetween the lengthwise runners, thus generating a rectangular web pattern on the floor. All of
the runners are 6063-T52 aluminum 1" x 2" x 1/8" wall rectangular tubing, welded using a MIG
welding spool gun. The two inch side of the tubing was welded to the hull, therefore only one
inch of the tubing is protruding.
A band saw was used to cut the gussets; afterwards the cuts were smoothed using a
vertical belt sander. Quarter of an inch thick 6061-T6 aluminum plate was used for the gussets;
they are four inches wide at the bottom and two inches wide at the top and have a two inch radius
at the top exterior corner. Each gusset is welded to the sidewall and on top of the widthwise
runners. Therefore spacing of the sidewall gussets is two feet. These reinforce the sidewalls of
the hull, and the runners strengthen the hull. Height of the gussets varies attributed to the change
in height of the sidewalls. The transom has gussets welded to itself and then to the lengthwise
runners. Additional gussets are welded in the upper two corners of the transom. To brace the
front of the hull a piece of the 1" x 2" x 1/8" wall aluminum tubing was welded in at a 20 degree
angle relative to the bottom. This angle resulted in the tubing attaching to the midpoint of the
front of the panel. There are a total of four of these reinforcement tubes; each is located on top
of the four lengthwise runners. To fortify the sidewalls in case of a side impact with a foreign
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object, the same tubing that was used for the runners was utilized. These were welded halfway
up the sidewalls in-between each of the gussets. Thus, they are at varying heights and a slight
angle due to the variation in the hull depth.
Once all of the bracing had been tacked welded into the hull, large pieces of angle iron
were clamped to the gunnels using numerous C-clamps and scissor clamps. The reasoning
behind this is that during welding large amounts of heat are generated and this heat is quickly
absorbed by the aluminum. Aluminum expands when heated and if the gunnels had not been
restricted by the angle iron they would have warped when the heaver permanent welds were
being done. To try and avoid this situation when welding the runners on the floor of the hull, the
heavier welds were done in steps and at various locations. These methods proved to yield
adequate results with minimal amounts of distortion. The seams on both the inside and outside
were the last portion of the hull to be welded. Each of the sequences that have been previously
described can be seen in Figures 1 through 4.

Figure 1: Hull Panels and Tubing along Gunnels Tack Welded

Figure 2: Gussets and Lengthwise Runners Welded
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Figure 3: Additional Runners Welded to Hull

Figure 4: Completed Hull
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Overall length of the airboat hull is 12 feet, 10 feet of the hull is flat and the reaming two
feet is an inclined plane. The transom is perpendicular to the bottom of the hull. Having a
length of two feet, along with the variance in the hull depth, results in the bow having
approximately a 33 degree angle between itself and the flat of the hull. This angle is seen when
looking at a side-view. Dimensions of the five panels of the hull are located in Table 2 below.

Hull Panels
Section
Bottom
Bow
Transom
Sidewalls

Dimensions (in)
1

/8 Thick x 60 Wide x 120 Length
1
/8 Thick x 69.6 Top Width x 29.24

Quantity
1

Tall
1
/8 Thick x 72 Top Width x 20 Tall
1
/8 Thick x 20.88 Tall at Transom x
144 Length
Table 2: Hull Panel Sizes

1
1
2

When the generously sized welds were completed there was excess material along the top
of the gunnels, this area was blended in using a flap disk wheel and a six inch grinder. After
welding the outside seams they were rounded off and smoothed using a Dual Action (DA)
sander. The very last step of the hull construction was using the DA to sand the entire outer
surface of the hull. Figures 5 and 6 exhibit the large amount of work that it took to complete
these last stages of the hull fabrication.

Unfinished Gunnel

Figure 5:

Finished Gunnel
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Figure 6: Exterior of Hull after DA Sanding
Some detailed finishing work however still remained, these included installing the drain
plug, running lights, Steel Flex hull coating, and tie down hooks. The tie down hooks and the
drain plug were not installed until the airboat was almost completely finished. A one inch
diameter drain plug is located in the bottom center of the transom. There are two 5/16" diameter
stainless steel U-bolts in the top corners of the transom and a third located in the top center of the
nose of the hull. All of the U-bolts are mounted through the 1" x 2" tubing that runs along the
gunnels of the hull. This provides an adequate amount of material which is strong enough to
withstand the forces from tying down the airboat onto the trailer with ratchet straps. Running
lights and Steel Flex resin coating however still have not been implemented. The Steel Flex
coating reduces the friction between the hull and the water, therefore the performance of the
airboat will be improved once the Steel Flex is applied. Prior to certifying the airboat with the
state of Michigan the running lights will have to be installed. One will be located on the bow
and the other on the stern, mounted to the top of the propeller guard.
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Propulsion System
When referring to the propulsion system of the OAD, the team is referencing to the
engine, propeller, and rudders. Team member Ryan, proposed using a motorcycle engine as the
engine for the airboat. Motorcycle engines are primarily constructed of aluminum, resulting in a
high power to weight ratio. Another important feature of motorcycle engines is the transmission
is located internally. Having the transmission located inside the engine results in a compact
design, thus it was concluded that obtaining a used operational motorcycle engine would be the
best possible solution to minimizing the cost of the propulsion system.
A 1989 Yamaha FZR600 motorcycle was obtained from which the engine, wiring
harness, frame, starter, and carburetor system was utilized. This engine produces approximately
70 horsepower at 9,000 rotations per minute (RPM); when measured at the crank. To improve
the performance of the engine the stock air filter box was removed and K&N air filters that
clamp onto the intakes of the carburetors were installed. There are two filters, one filter for two
of the four intakes. These filters improve the airflow into the intakes of the carburetors, this
allows for a more complete combustion, thus the engine will run more efficient and produce
more power. An additional benefit to installing these filters is that they are washable and can be
reused.
The design team originally proposed driving the propeller by mounting a pulley directly
on the output shaft of the engine. However, after purchasing the motorcycle it was discovered
that the engine case that covers the drive sprocket contains a drum that pushes on a shaft which
engages the clutch. This drum is located in the engine case almost directly in front of the drive
sprocket. Positioning of the drum made removing or altering the case to mount a pulley onto the
output shaft not feasible. For this reason the alternative design that is employed in the completed
drivetrain was chosen using the decision matrix in Table 3. An intermediate shaft is driven by a
chain that connects the drive sprocket of the engine to a sprocket mounted on the end of the
pinion shaft. A poly-V pulley is also mounted on the pinion shaft and a poly-V belt connects this
shaft to the propeller shaft onto which another pulley is mounted.
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Ease of
Fabrication
Durability
Fabrication
Time
Weighting Factor
.2
.15
.1
.2
90
80
65
60
Belt Drive
18
12
6.5
12
65
75
70
75
Chain
Drive
13
11.25
7
15
55
60
50
90
Gear
Train
11
9
5
18
Table 3: Propeller Drivetrain Decision Matrix
Weight

Layout
Selection

Decision Criterion

Cost

Safety

.2
.15
85
85
17
12.75
70
50
14
7.5
60
95
12
14.25

Total
100
78.25
67.75
69.25

In the proposed design the team desired to use a timing belt. The poly-V belt was
selected as the style of belt to be used to drive the propeller after discussing our intended design
with Bob Grice who is an experienced engine builder and engineer. His logic was that this style
of belt does not have the disadvantages that a timing belt posses. If the pulleys of the timing belt
are not exactly parallel with one another the belt can slide across the pulleys and strike the rims
of the pulley. This would eventually cause the belt to shred resulting in the belt being torn in two
and thrown from the drivetrain. Given that aligning the pulleys precisely in line could pose a
potential challenge, the poly-V belt was preferred. A poly-V belt allows for the pulleys to have
misalignment since the grooves in the belt run parallel with the circumference, where as a timing
belt's grooves are across the width of the belt.
A one to one ratio was chosen for the pulleys. Their diameters as well as the number and
style of grooves were calculated based on the estimated horsepower that was required to be
transmitted. More details about this calculation are located in the drive unit framework
production section of this report. To provide adequate tension on the belt during operating the
airboat a spring powered tensioner was constructed. The belt tensioner assembly is constructed
of aluminum and stainless steel. A picture of the tensioner assembly is in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Belt Tensioner
Initial fabrication of the tensioner began with the mounting plates. These plates serve
many purposes, they secure the assembly onto the A-frame, have adjustment holes to position the
guide blocks of the stainless steel shaft, and they provide a surface on which the ends slide.
There are a total of eight ¼" - 20 socket head cap screws that fasten the tensioner to the A-frame;
they are in counter bored holes so that the heads of the bolts are below the top surface. This was
done so that the end caps could slide over the location where the holes are positioned and the
guide blocks could be situated over the others. Located on each base plate there are a total of 30
quarter-twenty tapped holes, these holes provide multiple locations for each of the guide blocks
to be placed. The guide blocks are 1 ½" wide x 1 ¼" tall by one inch thick aluminum, there are a
total of six of these blocks, three for each side of the tensioner. Each block is bolted onto the
mounting plates using two grade five quarter inch bolts. A 0.505" diameter hole is positioned in
the center of each of these blocks through which a half an inch stainless steel rod slides. Each
stainless steel rod is fastened into the end caps using a set screw.
To determine the correct springs that were required for the tensioner the spring constant
was estimated based on the necessary belt tension of 60 to 80 pounds. The springs had to be
compression springs with an inside diameter of at least half an inch so that they would fit over
the stainless steel rod. Using a McMaster-Carr catalog the only springs that were available as a
stock item that would meet the size requirements and provide a sufficient amount of force were
1" diameter x 3 ½" long x 0.120" wire compression springs. These springs have a spring
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constant of 39.8 pounds per inch and a maximum compressed length of two inches, thus the
greatest force that the springs can apply is almost 60 pounds each. There are two of these
springs on the tensioner, they are locked in-between the front guide block and an aluminum bar
used to aid in compressing the springs when installing and removing the tensioner.
Two aluminum compression bars were machined from ½" wide x 1 ¼" tall aluminum
stock. So that the bars do not come in contact with the mounting plates, they were made 1.2
inches wide. If the front compression bar had not been machined to under an inch and a quarter
tall, it would have made contact with the mounting plate, resulting in additional friction. This
would have meant more resistance for the movement of the end caps onto which the front bar is
fastened. The rear compression bar is bolted onto the back face of the first guide block. A total
of four 10 - 24 socket head cap screws, two on each end, secure the clamping bars in position.
These holes were also counter bored with this being done mainly for cosmetic appearance. In
the front bar there is a piece of 3/8" -16 threaded rod that is permanently fastened using lock tight.
By placing a washer onto the end and tightening a nut onto the rod the front compression bar is
drawn back towards the rear bar. This compresses the springs, hence why they are called
compression bars. Removal and installation of the tensioner assembly would have been nearly
impossible if these bars where not installed on the assembly.
The ends caps of the tensioner are a critical part of the assembly, they grasp on the
stainless steel rod that slides thorough the guide blocks, additionally they clasp onto the 0.625"
diameter stainless steel shaft on which the idler pulley is mounted. A set screw located on the
top of each of these end caps lock the idler shaft in position. Both of these caps along with the
mounting plate were polished to minimize the amount of friction between the two surfaces. 1 ¼"
square aluminum was used to fabricate the end caps.
Two split clamp collars are used to situate the pulley on the stainless steel shaft. The idler
pulley has a diameter of four inches; this is the diameter of the flat section where the belt rides.
While in Florida, Ryan discovered by talking with experienced airboat manufactures an issue
that could occur when using a belt tensioner. The problem is that the idler pulleys RPM is
determined based on the belt velocity and since the poly-V pulleys are larger in diameter than the
idler pulley the idler will be turning at a much faster RPM. Because the bearings are not rated
for these extreme RPMs under which they are operating, catastrophic failure has been known to
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occur. A quick calculation shows that the idler pulley rotates at twice the speed of the poly-V
pulleys since their diameter is twice that of the idler pulley. Upon this discovery, both of the
bearings that were installed in the idler pulley from the manufacturer where removed. Double
sealed radial ball bearings that are rated for maximum RPMs of over 10,000 were installed. The
idler pulley was sand blasted and the surfaces of the pulley were checked to see if they were
machined true to one another. It was realized that they were not; therefore all of the surfaces
were re-machined so that the pulley would be balanced.
Initially a one to one ratio was selected for the sprockets located on the pinion shaft and
the output shaft of the engine. During preliminary testing of the drivetrain it was discovered that
the chain was attempting to jump off of the pinion sprocket. An alignment issue was not the
problem; the drive sprocket and the pinion sprocket were parallel with each other. To solve this
dilemma a chain tensioner was constructed. Figure 8 is a picture of the chain tensioner that was
produced.

Figure 8: Chain Tensioner
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The same sprocket that is located on the output shaft is employed in the chain tensioner,
it has 16 teeth. A high speed bearing was installed in the tensioner sprocket and a bronze spacer
is located between the sprocket and the tensioner arm. Fastening the sprocket to the tensioner
arm is a 3/8" diameter shoulder bolt. Bronze spacers are also located on either side of the
tensioner arm between the sides of the engine frame. A stressproof bolt was machined to fit
through the frame, tensioner arm, and bushings while utilizing the location where the swing arm
for the motorcycle mounted to the frame. Rectangular pieces of aluminum are utilized in the
tensioner arm; there is a 1/2" - 13 bolt located at the free end of the arm. An extension spring is
attached to this bolt and to another bolt located on an aluminum spacer that is fastened onto the
bottom side of the electronics tray. The arm pivots on the stressproof shaft and the extension
spring applies tension onto the chain by means of the sprocket that is mounted onto the arm.
Tension is applied to the bottom side of the chain and in the upward direction; this is done since
the bottom of the chain is the slack side. Since the direction of rotation is towards the front of
the engine the top side of the chain is under tension, while the bottom is under compression. A
tensioner is always applied to the compression portion of a drivetrain system.
After the chain tensioner was completed the engine was started and the drivetrain was
engaged. The same issue was still occurring; therefore it was believed that a one to one ratio of
the sprockets was the reason for this dilemma. To quickly prove if this was the cause, a hub was
manufactured to mount the rear sprocket from the motorcycle onto the pinion shaft. Afterwards
the drivetrain was checked again, this time the chain still attempted to jump but the severity was
significantly less. During all of these initial tests the engine was only at an idle. Increasing
engine RPMs resulted in a disappearance of the issue completely. Under normal operation when
installed on a motorcycle there is constant force being applied onto the chain because of the
friction between the rear wheel and the pavement. However, with the engine installed in the
airboat there is essentially almost no load being applied onto the drive chain until the engine
RPM is increased. When the propeller is turning very slowly engine RPM is low, thus the
propeller is not applying a sufficient amount of load. Once the engine speed is increased the
propeller spins faster and an adequate load is then applied to the chain. Consequently the chain
will no longer attempt to jump off of the pinion sprocket.
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A tachometer gun was borrowed from a local factory with whom the machine shop does
business to check the RPMs of the propeller. This tachometer gun works by flashing a strobe
light onto a rotating surface and adjusting dials on the gun until the surface appears not be
rotating. Once this is achieved the number of revolutions per minute is calculated and displayed.
The RPMs of the propeller were then estimated when the engine was running in sixth gear.
When the engine was running at 6,000 RPMs the propeller was spinning at approximately 1,500
RPMs. This yields a reduction ratio of four to one; this was too large of a reduction ratio. The
primary reduction ratio of the crank to the clutch is 1.252:1. Reduction ratio of the sprockets
was 2.875, since the drive sprocket had 16 teeth and the pinion sprocket had 46 teeth. A gear
ratio of 1.111 is obtained in sixth gear, thus multiplying the gear ratios together yields a total
ratio of 4. This matches the ratio that was determined using the tachometer gun and the
tachometer of the engine.
Normal operating RPMs for this engine when installed on the airboat were desired to be
between 5,000 and 7,500. At 5,000 RPMs the engine produces roughly 33 horsepower and at
7,500 RPMs generates approximately 55. This RPM range was chosen based on the available
horsepower and normal operating speeds of the engine. Prior to purchasing a propeller multiple
manufactures were contacted and the intention and design of the airboat was discussed. Many
manufacturers mentioned that Warp Drive was the best company producing propellers
specifically for low horsepower airboats. After communicating with these propeller producers, a
carbon fiber propeller was purchased based on their recommendations and the decision matrix in
Table 4.

Propeller Selection

Decision Criterion
Weighting Factor
2 Blade Wood
3 Blade Wood
2 Blade Carbon Fiber
3 Blade Carbon Fiber

Thrust Durability Cost Variable Pitch
.35
.1
.15
.2
20
50
80
10
7
5
12
2
35
50
65
10
12.25
5
9.75
2
55
75
60
100
19.25
7.5
9
20
80
75
50
100
28
7.5
7.5
20
Table 4: Decision Matrix for Propeller

Weight
.2
50
10
30
6
90
18
85
17

Total
100
36
35
73.75
80
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Based on the available horsepower of the motorcycle engine, a 62 inch diameter three
blade carbon fiber propeller with nickel leading edges was purchased from Warp Drive. The
nickel is applied to the leading edges of the blades to prevent damage from impact of foreign
objects. This propeller has a central hub into which the three blades are secured between two
steel plates containing plastic blocks that grasp onto the blades. A four inch chrome plated
spinner is bolted onto the hub of the propeller; this hub is for cosmetics, since the propeller in
being used in a pusher configuration. If the propeller was pulling the air rather than pushing it,
the nose cone would be facing the incoming airflow. In this configuration the nose cone would
force the incoming airflow away from the center of the propeller and outwards toward the tips.
This improves the efficiency of the propeller since the angular velocity towards the center of the
propeller is very low in comparison to the tips. Figure 9 is a picture of the propeller and nose
cone.

Figure 9: Propeller and Nose Cone
Having the capability to manually alter the pitch to generate greater thrust was the driving
force in the decision to purchase this propeller. This altering capability allowed the optimal
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blade pitch to be achieved for the specific engine and drivetrain of our airboat. To accomplish
this modification the clamping blocks are loosened and the pitch of each blade is set at the tip.
The blocks are then tightened down onto the blades thus locking them in position. For the trail
tests of the drivetrain the pitch of the propellers was set to 20 degrees at the tips. The propeller is
applying a load onto the engine; therefore the speed of the engine is governed by the propeller.
Once the load of the propeller matches the engine output power, the engine will not be able to
increase its RPMs. In order to achieve the maximum RPM that is desired the pitch of the
propellers is varied until the preferred RPM is achieved.
The limiting factors as to how fast a propeller can be turned are tip speed and the
manufacturers recommended maximum revolutions. For the propeller that was purchased, it was
recommended that the maximum revolutions of the propeller should not exceed the speed at
which the tips would go supersonic. Once the tips go supersonic the efficiency of the propeller
drops severely. This means that the prop generates less thrust and could possibly splinter.
Maximum tip speeds are normally specified in feet per second. The speed at which the tips of
the 62 inch diameter prop would go supersonic on a standard day at sea level is 1,116.4 ft/s, this
would occur when the propeller RPMs reached 4,127. Recommended tip speeds during cruise
for an airboat propeller are around 800 ft/s, with a maximum tip speed of 890 ft/s for full throttle.
These recommendations are based on achieving the best efficiency of the propeller. This
suggests for a 62 inch propeller the cruise RPMs should be 2,957 with a maximum RPM of
3,290. The highest rotation speed that we wanted to achieve was 3,100 RPMs.
As was previously stated the total reduction ratio was at four to one when the 46 tooth
sprocket was used on the pinion shaft. In order to achieve the desired engine RPM range and
have the propeller operating close to its maximum efficiency this ratio needed to be around 2.5
when operating the engine in sixth gear. This meant that the number of teeth on the pinion
sprocket had to be reduced to almost half of what it currently was. A 25 tooth sprocket was
purchased and this yielded a total reduction ratio of 2.17 from the output shaft to the propeller
shaft. With this pinion sprocket the reduction ratio of the chain drive was 1.5625 since the drive
sprocket has 16 teeth. Primary reduction ratio of the engine and the gears are fixed. The gear
ratios and the various RPMs that the engine would be required to operate at to obtain the
suggested cruise and maximum tip speeds can be seen in Tables 5 and 6.
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Transmission Gear
Gear Ratio
Total Reduction Ratio
1 st
2.846
7.595
2 nd
1.947
5.196
3 rd
1.550
4.137
4 th
1.333
3.558
5 th
1.192
3.181
6 th
1.111
2.965
Table 5: Gear and Reduction Ratios
800 ft/s
890 ft/s
(2,957 RPM)
(3,290 RPM)
Engine RPM
Engine RPM
1 st
22,458
24,988
2 nd
15,365
17,095
3 rd
12,233
13,611
4 th
10,521
11,706
5 th
9,406
10,465
6 th
8,768
9,755
Table 6: Required Engine RPMs

Tip Speed

The total reduction ratio column shows the ratio of the output shaft to the propeller shaft.
In the engine RPMs table some of these values are impossible given that the engine has a red line
of 11,500. These values are shown in the table as just theoretical values that would need to be
obtained to achieve the desired tip speed of the propeller. This airboat was designed to be
operated in sixth gear of the transmission. Based on the data from the tables above a 25 tooth
sprocket was purchased, since this was the closest to achieving the desired reduction ratio. An
RPM range within reason of what was wanted is accomplished with this sprocket, while
achieving tip speeds within the recommendations.
A hub was fabricated to mount the sprocket onto the pinion shaft. This hub is a two piece
assembly, the first section is fastened onto the pinion shaft with a three eighths of an inch
keyway and two set screws. There is a circular eight bolt hole pattern drilled and tapped into this
portion, the second section secures the sprocket to the pinion shaft by the eight bolts.
Additionally, there is a washer and a 3/8" diameter bolt that threads into the end of the pinion
shaft, ensuring that the pinion sprocket will not be able to break lose. The 25 tooth sprocket
along with the washer and part of the hub can be seen in Figure 8.
During the first test runs of the engine the radiator was installed on the motorcycle frame
using the stock mounts, this positioned the radiator above the front of the engine on the port side
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of the airboat. The problem with the radiator being in this position was that the face of the
radiator was perpendicular to the incoming airflow. This resulted in insufficient airflow through
the radiator, thus the engines temperature spiked during testing. To solve this issue the radiator
was relocated onto the stern side of the propeller cage. Figure 10 shows a picture of the radiator
installed onto the cage.

Figure 10: Radiator Installed onto Propeller Cage
Aluminum plates that are a quarter of an inch thick were welded onto the cage in order to
fasten the radiator to the propeller guard. There are two holes located on each of these plates
onto which two additional quarter of an inch thick plates bolt onto. The last two plates fasten to
the radiator using the original two mounting holes; these mounting holes are located on the sides
of the radiator towards the bottom. Mounted onto the back of the radiator is a fan that was wired
to turn on with the ignition, improving the cooling of the radiator. Previously a thermostat
turned on the fan when a specified temperature was obtained. The radiator was repositioned so
that the bottom is almost at the center height of the propeller A- frame. This location allows for
the front of the radiator to have nearly unobstructed airflow parallel to its face. Furthermore the
fan and the propeller pull air through the fins of the radiator.
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In order to prevent the radiator from rotating, a piece of 0.687" diameter tubing was
welded onto the cage. A plug with a threaded hole was welded into the end of the tubing. This
allowed for the factory top mounting cap to be utilized, thus inhibiting the radiator from
swiveling. The filler neck was relocated above the radiator on the bow side of the propeller
shroud. A section of eighth of an inch aluminum plate was welded onto the shroud and two
holes were drilled through this plate allowing the filler neck to be bolted to it. The bottom of the
filler neck is a few inches above the top of the radiator, comparable to the distance when
installed on the motorcycle. It is located in line with the starboard side of the radiator.
A result of moving the radiator a considerable distance away from its original location,
the factory coolant hoses were of inadequate length. This required new hoses to be fabricated for
both the inlet and exit of the radiator. The overflow tube that connects the radiator to the
reservoir tank located on the rear of the engine framework of the starboard side of the airboat
was replaced. Onto the bow side of the propeller guard, a 3/16" inner diameter by six foot long
section of tubing is zip tied for the overflow. Inner diameter of the radiator coolant hoses is 7/8",
this is an uncommon size and tubing could not be purchased. An alternative method was chosen
for the coolant lines by constructing them from one inch outer diameter aluminum conduit
tubing. In order to make bending the tubing easier, a sixteenth of an inch was removed from the
outer diameter. This material was also removed so that the 7/8" inner diameter hose could be
installed onto the ends of the aluminum conduit.
A section of the original coolant hoses is used on each of the ends of the coolant tubes.
This was necessary in order to connect the aluminum conduit to the radiator, coolant pump, and
engine coolant tube. The bender that was produced to bend the tubing for the propeller guard
was also used to bend the tubing for the coolant lines. Stainless steel hose clamps were used to
fasten the coolant hoses. To secure the exit line of the radiator, a hose clamp is attached onto the
A-frame. This clamp does not grasp onto the line because the line needs to be able to move
when the engine is shifted in order to tighten the chain. Purpose of this clamp is to keep the hose
from pulsating and potentially coming loose from either the engine tube or the radiator. An
aluminum plate is mounted on a bracket on the engine frame. This plate was needed in order to
provide a location for a hose clamp to be positioned that would clasp onto the inlet coolant line.
What makes this clamp different from the other is that it grips firmly onto the coolant tubing.
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The engine can be moved up to one inch for chain adjustment, the rubber tubing located on both
ends of each coolant line allows this movement. A picture of the inlet and exit coolant lines is in
Figure 11.

Figure 11: Coolant Lines
Rudders were purchased from Floral City Airboats in Floral City, Florida. External
dimensions of the rudders are four feet tall, two feet wide and are airfoil shaped. To create the
airfoil shape a section of aluminum tubing was welded onto an aluminum sheet near the center.
Afterwards the aluminum panel was bent around the tubing to generate the profile. Then the
seam was welded shut along the trailing edge of the rudder and an aluminum end plate was
welded in each of the ends. Next a hole was drilled in the bottom of the rudder and it was filled
with foam. The process to fabricate the rudders is simple, however due to time restrictions the
rudders were purchased. Figure 12 shows one of the rudders installed on the airboat and its
airfoil shape.
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Figure 12: Rudders
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Seating Arrangement Fabrication
This airboat is designed to carry three people. The driver's seat is elevated above the
passengers and in-line with the front of the motorcycle frame. Additionally, it is centered
widthwise, so that the center of gravity in the widthwise direction is on the centerline of the hull.
To have improved visibility and to be in close proximity to the engine, the driver's seat is located
is this position. Having the driver in this location minimizes the length of the cables for the
throttle and clutch, while reducing shifter and rudders connecting linkage length. Drivers seating
framework was constructed out of surplus material that remained from the construction of the
previous components of the airboat.
The driver seating structure is a single assembly that is bolted into the hull. There is half
an inch thick aluminum plates welded to the widthwise runners and to the engine mounting
tubing. Aluminum square, round, and rectangular tubing was used to construct the driver's
framework. The two vertical and two angled support legs are 1 ½" x 1/8" wall square tubing, the
two horizontal reinforcements were surplus 1" x 2" x 1/8" wall tubing from the hull fabrication.
0.687" diameter by 0.100" wall tubing was welded a few inches below the center height of the
vertical legs. It is also welded in-between the horizontal supports, a 1/8" thick square plate was
then welded on top of these round tubes to provide a mounting plate for the seat. An additional
brace was added at the front of the horizontal supports, this also was made from the same tubing
as the runners. This added fortification is used to provide two more mounting points for the seat.
For the footrest 1 ½" square tubing was welded between the two front angled legs, a
piece of the 0.687" round tubing was then welded between the other reinforcement round tubing
and behind the square tubing. To create a grated footrest the remaining 0.687" diameter tubing
was welded with spacing of roughly one inch. Outdoor seats that are made for fishing boats or
similar applications were purchased to mount to the seating framework. Figure 13, is a picture of
the completed driver seating framework.
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Figure 13: Driver Seating Framework
Pedestals were constructed to attach the passenger seats to a piece of 2" square by ¼"
wall aluminum used for the uprights, was surplus from the propeller A-frame. Three sixteenths
thick aluminum square plates are welded onto the ends of the two inch square tubing, the top
plate is a twelve inches and the bottom is a six inch. Each of the seats is secured to the top plate
using six quarter twenty bolts. The passenger seats are equally offset to both sides of the
centerline of the hull. They were placed so that the back of the seats are roughly six inches from
the driver seat frame.
To quickly allow removal of the passenger seats for more floor area when they are not in
use, a T-slide mounting base was fabricated. The T-slide base is constructed of ½" thick by 1 ½"
wide aluminum for the slides and a ½" square end back plate. In order to position the passenger
seats in the desired location pieces of 1" x 2" aluminum were welded to the hull. Twelve number
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ten self tapping screws fasten each of the slides to the floor. The bottom plate of the pedestals is
inserted into the slides and slid against the back plate. Two stainless steel pins are inserted in the
front of the slides after installing the pedestals, to prevent the seats from moving forward out of
the slides. An additional spacing plate is installed underneath the slides to provide a flat smooth
surface for the bottom plate to easily glide on when mounting the passenger seats. Figure 14
shows the slides that were constructed for the passenger seats. Passenger seating structures are
displayed in Figure 15.

Figure 14: T-Slides for Passenger Seats

Figure 15: Passenger Seating Structures
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Control system integration was the second to last portion of the design and fabrication of
this project. A control linkage arm is connected to the clutch shifter shaft by a 3/8" diameter
stressproof shaft and two ball rod joints. The linkage arm is constructed of half an inch thick by
one inch wide aluminum rectangular stock that is welded to 1" diameter tubing. Mounted to the
shifting linkage is the stock handle grip, clutch cable, handle bar tube, and clutch handle
assembly. This one linkage located on the starboard side allows the driver to engage or
disengage the clutch and change gears of the transmission. By pulling up or pushing down on
the control arm while pulling in the clutch handle the driver can increase or decrease the current
gear of the transmission. Shifting pattern is down on the shifting linkage for first gear then up
through neutral to second. Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth gear are then achieved by continuing
to pull up of the linkage arm while disengaging the transmission using the clutch handle.
The swivel point for this control arm is a half an inch thick aluminum plate that is bolted
onto the top of the front tubing of the engine frame located above the electronics tray. A bronze
oil light bushing is located in the connecting arm and a 3/8" diameter shoulder bolt connects the
linkage arm to the aluminum plate. This shoulder bolt allows the shifting linkage to rotate freely
on the bushing. An acetyl block was fabricated as a guide block for the clutch connecting arm.
It is bolted onto the side of the engine frame tube located on the opposite side of the frame across
from the aluminum plate. Rationale for this acetyl block is to restrict the movement from side to
side of the shifting linkage. Once completed the acetyl guide block was painted using semi-gloss
black spray paint. This shift lever allows the operator to shift the transmission of the engine,
thus engaging or disengaging the propulsion system. Allowing the airboat operator to disengage
the engine from the prop permits the operator to stay in a desired location, due to the prop not
providing any thrust. Shifting linkage arm, guide block, and hinging plate can be viewed in
Figure 16.
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Figure 16: Shifting Linkage
After completing the shifting linkage the engine was started and the linkage was tested to
see how easily the engine would shift gears. A reasonable amount of force had to be used to
shift; this was unsatisfactory so an alteration was made. To allow for more leverage to be
applied to the clutch shaft an extension arm was welded onto the splined bracket that bolts onto
the clutch shaft. This extension arm makes a ninety degree bend out from the shaft then bends
back ninety degrees to run parallel to the stern side of the engine. At the end of the extension
arm is the heim joint that was part of the splined bracket. The engine was started once more and
this time the transmission shifted with ease.
To control the movement of the rudders a triangular plate and linkages were to connect to
the directional control arm. This method was observed by Ryan during his spring break vacation
in Florida. Commonly a push and pull cable is connected to the rudder control arm. If a push
and pull cable had been used, the cable would had to have been custom manufactured to the
length required. This is expensive and could have taken many weeks. Due to time restrictions
the alternative method was chosen by the design team, additionally it is believed that this
connecting linkage system is more appropriate for this airboat.
Fabrication of the rudder linkage system began with the designing of the triangular plate
that was to connect the rudders to the control arm. A quarter of an inch thick piece of aluminum
is welded onto the bottom of the port side rudder. The rudders are connected together, the left
rudder is the leader and the right is the follower. There was a hole already located on this plate,
which is intended to be used to connect the rudders to either a push and pull cable or a linkage.
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The path that this mounting hole traveled during moving the rudders was determined by
establishing the distance between the hole and the pivot point of the rudder. Once this radius
was known the arc that this mounting hole traveled was verified by moving the rudders side to
side to their maximum rotation angle.
Afterwards the distance between this mounting position and the pivot location of the
triangular plate was determined. The plate had to be located in a position that would allow
adequate clearance for it to rotate. It was concluded that the most appropriate location for the
pivoting plate was on top of the gunnel of the transom. A distance of 12 inches between the
centers of the hole in the pivot plate and the rudder plate allowed for the triangular plate to be
mounted on top of the transom. Remaining hole locations and overall dimensions of the plate
were then established based on clearance requirements and the amount of travel that was desired
for the control arm. The rendering that was used to manufacture the pivot plate is located in
Figure 17. Half an inch thick aluminum is the material from which the plate was machined.

Figure 17: Pivot Plate Rendering
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A five eighths of an inch thick aluminum block was welded onto the transom in the
location where the pivot plate was to be mounted, there is a 5/16" - 18 hole tapped in this plate. In
the triangular plate is a bronze oil light bushing, through which a 3/8" diameter shoulder bolt is
located that bolts into the plate welded on the transom. There are two bronze washers located on
either side of the plate at the position where it pivots. Two ball joint rod ends are bolted onto the
plate using 3/8" diameter shoulder bolts through the two reaming holes. A 3/8" diameter stainless
steel rod connects the rear ball joint rod end of the pivot plate to an additional ball joint rod end
that is bolted onto the rudders. One of the ball joint ends is right handed and the other is left
handed, this allows for adjustment of the center to center distance between the ends while they
are installed on the airboat. Adjusting this distance will alter the positioning of the control arm.
The ball joint rod ends allow the triangular plate and rudders to rotate, in addition to allowing
there to be a vertical displacement between the pivot plate and mounting plate of the rudder. To
minimize the vertical distance between the pivot plate and rudder plate a spacer was installed,
this also allowed proper clearance for the stainless shaft that connects the two. Figure 18 is the
pivot plate and the stainless steel rod that connects the plate to the rudders.

Figure 18: Pivoting Plate
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The front ball joint rod end of the pivot plate is attached to a section of aluminum tubing
that has threaded stainless steel plugs press fitted into the ends. These stainless steel plugs are
threaded into the ball joint rod ends that are located on the pivot plate and the rudder directional
control arm. Besides being press fit into the ends of the aluminum tubing there is a roll pin
installed through each plug and the walls of the tubing. This ensures that the plugs will not be
pulled out of the tubing. The 0.687" diameter aluminum tubing that had been previously used in
other portions of the airboat construction was used for this connecting tubing. A piece of ½"
thick by one inch wide aluminum rectangular stock was used as the control arm that connects to
the aluminum tubing. There is a ball joint located at the bottom of this control arm that connects
it to the aluminum tubing, which is fastened to the pivot plate. An aluminum spacer is located
between this ball joint rod end and the control arm to properly position the connecting tube as to
provide clearance between the tube and the front of the engine.
The pivot point of the rudder directional control arm is located at roughly a third of the
arm length, at this location is a bronze oil light bushing that is press fit into the control arm. A
3

/8" diameter shoulder bolt mounts through this bushing and secures the control arm to the seating

structure. Half an inch thick aluminum plate stock was used to create a mounting surface onto
which the control arm was secured, using the shoulder bolt. This aluminum plate is welded so
that its face is flush with the outside edge of the rectangular horizontal tubing and the front
angled square leg of the driver seating framework located on the port side.
To position the handle away from the driver, a spacing bracket was fabricated from 1/2"
thick by one inch wide aluminum rectangular stock. Afterwards this bracket was bolted onto the
sides of the aluminum plate located on the port side of the driver's seating structure. A unique
idea for controlling the throttle of the engine is implemented in this airboat; the handle of the
rudder control arm is a twist throttle grip. The throttle grip, handle bar tube, starting switch, and
kill switch are from the 1989 Yamaha FZR600 motorcycle. Due to the location of the rudder
control arm, the stock throttle cables were of inadequate length. Therefore, custom length cables
were manufactured using the housing ends of the stock cables. These custom cables were made
at a cycle shop located between Jones and Three Rivers, MI.
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In order to secure the handle bar tube onto which the twist throttle and the starter/kill
switch assembly is mounted an attachment block was constructed from half an inch thick
aluminum rectangular stock. A hole that is the diameter of the handle bar tubing was drilled
through the plate and then a slot was cut through one side. Located on the same side as the cut is
a bolt, this bolt is positioned between the hole for the handle bar and the side of the block. When
this bolt is tightened the block clamps down onto the handle bar tubing thus fixing it in the
desired position. The attachment block is bolted onto the top of the rudder control arm on the
stern side. In Figure 19 the rudder directional control arm assembly can be seen.

Figure 19: Rudder Control Arm
The length of the wires for the starter/kill switch had to be increased because the control
arm pivots. On the motorcycle the distance between the switch and the wiring harness was
significantly shorter in comparison to what was now required. A spool of eighteen gauge wire
along with butt connectors were used to increase the length. The wires including the connectors
were then covered with electrical tape. Clamps are bolted to the side of the seating structure and
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secure the electrical wires; additionally zip ties fasten the wires of the switch assembly to the
control arm.
All of the aluminum used in the driver seating framework, passenger pedestals, rudder
control, and shifter assemblies were polished using a buffing wheel prior to installation. Solid
steel end plugs were originally on the handle bar tubes, which are on both the rudder and shifter
arms. These plugs were very heavy and their appearance was unappealing. Therefore, plugs
were machined from aluminum and were then wet sanded and polished.
Once the fabrication of the control linkages was finished the ignition and gauge assembly
were fastened onto the driver's seat framework. Aluminum spacers were machined from 5/8"
diameter stock; these spacers are used to mount the ignition on top of the horizontal rectangular
tubing of the seating framework. The spacers were required because the ignition unit has
countered bored holes located on the bottom side. These spacers are inserted into the holes so
that the unit would be mounted flush on to the top of the rectangular tubing. On the gauge
assembly there originally was a speedometer, tachometer, temperature gauge, and indicator
lights. Of the original gauge assembly, the speedometer along with the turn signal and high
beam indicator lights were unnecessary.
In order to use the gauge assembly in the region that was desired, the speedometer which
was not required had to be removed. To obtain this removal, the gauge housing was dissembled.
Afterwards the housing that contained the gauges was cut apart to remove the section where the
speedometer was located; it was then glued together using epoxy. The face plate that secures to
the housing and fastens the gauges inside was then altered. A rim is located around the outside
of this plate. The lip that was located around the speedometer was bent around the section of the
plate that did not have a border in order to appear original. After alternating the cover plate the
lip that was bent was TIG welded to the plate. The face plate was then sanded and painted semigloss black, as well as the housing for the gauges.
A bracket was used to mount both the gauge assembly and the headlights onto the
motorcycle. The portion of the bracket that fastens to the gauge assembly was removed. In
order to secure this section to the top of the horizontal rectangular tubing of the driver's seating
structure a base block was made. Inch and a half square aluminum was used for this block; the
top portion of the block was milled at the desired horizontal angle for the gauge assembly. This
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block is welded towards the front edge of the rectangular tubing. A single bolt fastens the gauge
assembly onto the block using the altered bracket, thus allowing the gauge assembly to be
positioned at various vertical angles by rotating the bracket and tightening the bolt. An
additional hole was drilled and tapped into this aluminum block on the starboard side to allow
the choke to be fastened to it. The gauge assembly, choke, and ignition can be viewed in Figure
20.

Figure 20: Gauge Assembly, Choke, and Ignition
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Drive Unit Framework Production
Previous to starting the fabrication of the engine mounts, the motorcycle engine and
wiring harness had to be removed from the frame. The exterior of the engine was covered in oil
from an oil leak that was occurring due to the seal around the clutch shifting rod which is located
behind the housing that covers the front sprocket. Once removed the engine was cleaned using
mineral spirits, brake parts cleaner, and carburetor cleaner. A new oil seal was then installed.
To simplify the engine mounting framework the design team decided to alter the
motorcycle frame and mount it in the hull. This allowed the engine to be installed using the
stock mounts. Additionally the original gas tank then could be used, thus eliminating the need
for a fuel cell. Excess framework on the motorcycle frame existed, since the swing arm, body
panels, and seat were not required. A sawzall was used to remove the excessive brackets and
structure. The engine was then reinstalled into the altered frame to determine the optimal
location for the relays, fuse boxes, and ignition unit. These originally mounted onto the brackets
and framework that were removed; however they were in various locations and this was
undesirable for being used on the airboat. Size of the frame for the engine had to made as
compact as possible. Therefore all of the electrical units needed to be located in close proximity
to one another. This was accomplished by welding an eighth of an inch thick steel plate onto
two small rectangular steel tubes that were then welded to the upper rear main supports of the
motorcycle frame. Brackets were then fabricated that would fasten the relays and fuse boxes to
this electronics tray.
Another rectangular piece of steel tubing was then welded using a wire feed welder inbetween the top of the frame that previously mounted the seat. Two eighth of an inch steel plates
were then welded onto this tubing so that the coolant reservoir tank then could be mounted.
Figure 21 shows the adapted frame and electronics plate. A rear view picture of the electronics
plate can be seen below in Figure 22. Battery box location remained unaltered, thus providing an
excellent location relative to the electrical units. This was intentionally done so that all of the
electrical units could utilize the original wiring, while achieving a condensed arrangement. The
final alteration was welding a bracket onto the tubing that supports the electronic tray. The stock
muffler is bolted to the bracket using a rubber washer between the muffler and the bracket to
reduce the vibrations of the muffler.
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Figure 21: Altered Engine Frame

Figure 22: Electronics Plate
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When the frame alteration had been completed, construction of the engine brackets that
would attach the engine framework into the hull began. Triangular portions of 1" x 2" x 1/8" wall
steel tubing were welded to the square down tubes that support the weight of the engine. This
made a larger horizontal surface onto which a quarter of an inch thick steel plate was welded.
An additional quarter inch plate was then welded at an angle from the down tubes to the front of
the plate just mentioned above. Purpose of this plate is to reinforce the support tubes. To make
the removal of the support tubes simpler, half an inch thick steel pieces were welded onto the
horizontal plates that are connected to the down tubes and onto the down tubes themselves. This
assured that the support tube mounting holes at the rear of the frame would line up and the bolts
would be easily installed. Previously to mounting these alignment plates it was very difficult to
install the two rear mounting bolts of the support tubes.
In order to have a sufficient amount of clearance between the bottom of the engine and
the hull 1" x 2" x 1/8" wall steel tubing was welded on top of an additional quarter an inch thick
steel plates. Another quarter of an inch steel plate was then welded on the top side of the one by
two tubing. The plates were welded so that the top plate is offset to the opposite side of the
tubing as compared to the bottom plate. Having the offset in the opposite direction was to allow
easier and more convenient access to the mounting bolts that bolt the engine frame assembly into
the hull. Furthermore the distance between the brackets was increased by the plates being
offset, this allowed for a drain pan to be placed under the engine while installed in the hull when
performing an oil change.
To mount the engine assembly into the hull there is a section of 2" x 3" x 1/4" wall and 2"
square by 1/4" wall aluminum tubing, which are welded on top of the lengthwise runners. These
sections of tubing are very long when compared to the engine mounting brackets; allowing the
stress from the engine to be distributed onto the hull over a large area. If the tubes had been
shorter and only connected to a few of the runners, the bottom of the hull could have distorted
from the weight of the engine and the forces imparted into the hull when the engine is running.
There is quarter an inch thick aluminum plates welded on top of the aluminum tubing. In each of
the plates are three 3/8" diameter holes. These holes are used to bolt the engine assembly into the
hull using the engine mounts described previously. The plates are centered widthwise in the
hull.
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This makes the center of gravity of the engine off to the left of the centerline of the hull
when viewing the airboat from the rear. Center of gravity of the engine was found by using a
piece of round stock and placing the engine assembly on the stock and moving the assembly
back and forth until the location where it was balanced on top of the round stock was located.
Location of the engine center of gravity off to the left was done deliberately to counteract the
weight of the intermediate pinion shaft and the supporting framework. Figure 25 shows a picture
of the aluminum motor mount plates and tubing. Eighth of an inch thick rubber was affixed to
the top of the aluminum plates to dampen the transmission of the vibrations from engine to hull.
While designing the engine mounts it was recognized that the engine assembly would be
required to move back and forth in one direction to allow for proper chain tension to be acquired
for the drive chain. To allow for movement in the assembly a method similar to how the chain
was properly tensioned on the motorcycle using adjustment bolts located at the rear of the swing
arm was implemented into the mounting brackets. On the bottom side of the top plate of the 1" x
2" tubing bracket there is a piece of half an inch thick steel welded at the back. There is a 3/8" - 16
hole tapped through this piece of steel. Furthermore there are three 3/8" - 16 holes tapped through
the top plate with three 3/8" diameter holes in the bottom plate. Elongated 3/8" diameter slots are
in the horizontal plates that are attached to the down tubes. Additionally there is a half of an inch
thick piece of steel that is bolted onto these plates at the rear with a 3/8" diameter hole. Using a
piece of 3/8" - 16 threaded rod that is thread locked into the tapped piece of steel that is on the
bottom of the top plate of the tubing bracket allows the engine assembly to be moved using the
rods as adjustment bolts. There are a total of six 3/8" - 16 bolts that fix the engine location.
To adjust the chain tension these six bolts are loosened, then the engine assembly is
moved forward by using a wrench to thread nuts further onto the threaded rods. Thus pushing the
engine assembly forward since the engine tubing brackets are attached to the hull by means of
the two sections of aluminum tubing, which are fixed in position. The engine frame assembly
along with the gas tank and electrical unit mounting brackets were subsequently painted semigloss black. Engine mounting brackets and the completed engine frame assembly before they
were painted are shown in Figures 23 and 24.
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Figure 23: Engine Mounting Brackets

Figure 24: Completed Engine Frame
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The next stage of the drivetrain construction was the manufacturing of the intermediate
pinion shaft and its supporting structure. Prior to starting fabrication of the intermediate shaft
assembly a quick simulation was ran using RomaxDesigner, which is a simulation software used
to design components such as transmissions and gearboxes. Outcomes of these simulations can
be seen in the results section of this report. Results of the simulations proved that the design was
more than adequate. Once this conclusion was known construction began on the pinion shaft
structure. Engine location was essential for proper positioning of this assembly. For this reason
the engine was moved a considerable distance into the hull to provide space for the intermediate
shaft assembly and the propeller shaft supporting framework. AutoCAD renderings that
illustrated the entire drivetrain were completed prior to constructing the drivetrain. These
renderings were used to determine the placement of the engine in the lengthwise direction of the
hull, and were utilized throughout the remaining fabrication process of the drivetrain
components. The drawings were crucial for proper construction of the propeller shaft and
supporting structure.
There are four vertical legs on the intermediate shaft structure made of two inch square
aluminum tubing that has a quarter of an inch wall. To secure these legs to one another there
are pieces of the same sized tubing as used for the runners located approximately at the center
height of the vertical legs. In order to mount the pillow block bearings that were to be used with
this assembly two 3/4" x 2 ½" wide aluminum plates were welded across the tops of the vertical
legs. In these plates are two 1/2" -13 tapped holes. The pieces of this assembly were cut and
milled to the dimensions that were specified in the renderings and then they was clamped
together and welded. To strengthen the hull and provide a location onto which to mount the two
rear legs of this assembly an additional piece of 2" square tubing was welded across the two right
side runners that run the full length of the hull and onto the right sidewall. Right hand side of the
hull is in reference to facing the nose of the hull. Height of the two sets of legs varies from the
front to the back. This was done since the assembly was to be welded on top of the two tubes
that had been welded in the floor of the hull which had different heights. After the welding was
completed the assembly was welded on top of the engine mounting tube and the two inch square
tubing just mentioned.
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Placement of the intermediate shaft had previously been calculated by the AutoCAD
drawings. The location of the assembly was designed based on positioning of the engine and the
propeller shaft supporting framework. Size of the pulleys that would be required to transmit the
power from the pinion shaft to the propeller shaft was also taken into consideration. A standard
size poly-V belt was to be used, since this style of belt would work well with the type of
drivetrain system being employed in our design. Using an Emerson Browning catalog the proper
size was computed for the pulleys and the correct style belt was chosen using formulas, charts,
and tables that were provided. Results of these computations showed that in order to transmit the
estimated maximum horsepower of approximately 60, with a one to one ratio between pulleys,
required the pulleys to be eight inches in diameter and a 10 groove L-style poly-V belt to be
used. In order to determine the required belt length a center to center distance between the
intermediate and propeller shaft was required, this distance was determined using the models that
had been previously generated. Using the length from the drawings and an equation in the
catalog the belt length that was required was 112 inches.
The intermediate shaft is made of inch and a half stressproof steel which is a grade of
steel that has a high tensile and yield strength. Two three eighths of an inch keyways are in the
shaft one is for the poly-V pulley and the other is for the sprocket that drives the shaft which is
mounted on the end. There are also 3/8" keyways in the eight inch pulley and the sprocket. These
keyways have 3/8" keys installed in them that prevent the pulley and the sprocket from spinning
on the shaft when the drivetrain is in operation. Grasping onto the pinion shaft on each end is a
pillow block bearing which is mounted on top of the 3/4" aluminum plates. Each of the bearings
has an inch and a half bore; these bearings have clamp collars located on the outer side of the
bearings. An allen wrench is used to tighten a set screw that causes the collar to clamp onto the
shaft, therefore the shaft can not move in the axial direction. There is a grease insert located at
the top of the pillow block bearings so that fresh grease can be pumped into them using a
standard grease gun.
Before the bearings were purchased the maximum speed and load rating for the bearings
were verified and checked to ensure that they could withstand the operating speeds. The pulley is
attached to the shaft using a sheave, the outside of the sheave is tapered and there are three holes
drilled through the outer flange. A matching bolt-hole pattern is tapped in the poly-V pulley,
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thus when the sheave is inserted into the pulley and the three bolts are then tightened, the sheave
is pushed into the pulley causing it to collapse down and grasp onto the shaft. This pulley is
mounted towards the back side of the assembly in order to be parallel with the pulley that was to
be mounted on the propeller shaft. Two set screws along with the 3/8" key are used to mount the
sprocket; the set screws secure the sprocket to the shaft, therefore preventing movement in the
axial direction. A close view of the pinion assembly is in Figure 26.

Figure 25: Aluminum Motor Mount Plates and Tubing

Figure 26: Intermediate Shaft Assembly
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The last remaining division of the drivetrain was the propeller shaft and its fortifying
framework. Previous to designing the propeller shaft the correct type of bearings to hold onto
the shaft had to be established. To conclude what the proper bearings were a salesman for
Applied Industries in Kalamazoo, Michigan was contacted. Double row angular contact bearings
were recommended because this type of bearing is made for both axial and radial loads.
However, these bearings were only available in metric sizes; therefore 40 millimeter bore
bearings would be used. Validations showing that these bearings are more than sufficient are in
the results section of this report.
Initiating the fabrication of the structure to support the propeller shaft began with welding
two 2" square by quarter of an inch wall tubing in-between the gunnels at the back of the hull.
These two portions of tubing were welded so that they were parallel with the bottom of the hull.
It was decided during designing the drivetrain that the drivetrain system would be mounted
parallel with the flat bottom of the hull, instead of with the sidewalls that have roughly a two
degree downhill angle. The supporting structure was designed as an A-frame that had the front
two legs of the frame at almost an 84 degree angle; this angle is relative to the flat horizontal
hull, whereas the two rear legs of the frame are perfectly vertical. Having the front legs at an
angle provides additional strength to the structure; this was done to prevent the forces being
applied to the structure from the propeller from causing the frame to bend forward towards the
bow. All of the supporting legs were fabricated from the two inch square tubing that was
previously used in the intermediate shaft assembly. Before the assembly could be welded the
bearing blocks and the plates that connect them together had to be manufactured.
The bearing blocks were fabricated from five inch square by three inches thick aluminum
blocks. They were bored out so that the bearings could be pressed fit into the blocks and then a
retaining ring would be inserted. There are four 3/8" inch diameter holes drilled through the
bearing blocks two on each side of the bearing, these holes are counter bored for a 3/8" socket
head cap screw. Four 5/16" - 18 holes are tapped one inch deep on the top of these bearing blocks
so that a bearing cap plate could be installed across the top of the bearing blocks, thus fastening
them together. Two 0.376" diameter holes were reamed in both the top and bottom of the holes
so that they would be a slip fit on dowel pins. These dowel pins assure that the bearing blocks
are mounted in parallel with one by using three eighths of an inch dowel pins that are pressed fit
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into the bearing support plates for both the top and bottom of the bearing blocks. Bearing block
dimensions can be seen in Figure 27.

Figure 27: Bearing Block Rendering
A large piece of half an inch thick 6061-T6 aluminum plate was used to produce the top
bearing support plate. A three inch wide by seven and a half inch long rectangular section was
removed from the plate using a half of an inch high speed carbide tool bit and a mill. This
section was removed to provide space for the top poly-V pulley to clear the plate. There are
eight 5/16" diameter holes drilled though this plate with the same hole pattern that was drilled on
the top of the bearing blocks so that this plate could then be bolted onto the top of the bearing
blocks. Additionally there are four holes reamed 0.374" diameter, for a press fit for the dowel
pins which guarantee that the top reinforcing cap plate is mounted square with the bearing
blocks. Eight 5/8" diameter holes are also located on this plate in order for the socket head cap
screws that bolt the bearing block assembly to be installed and removed. Measurements of the
top reinforcement plate can be viewed in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Top Reinforcement Plate Drawing
This bearing block assembly was then bolted onto three quarters of an inch thick
aluminum plates. The mounting plates have the same hole arrangement as the bearing blocks for
the reamed and the 3/8" diameter holes. Except that the holes are reamed for a press fit on the
dowel pins and the three eighths holes are tapped. There also are two holes drilled and tapped
5

/16" - 18 by one inch deep on each end of the plates, additionally there is a reamed hole for a slip

fit on a 5/16" diameter dowel. These are used to mount the bottom reinforcement bars that connect
the front and back mounting plates together. Figure 29 has the drawing used to manufacture the
mounting plates.

Figure 29: Bearing Mounting Plates Rendering
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Reinforcement bars were fabricated from three quarter of an inch square aluminum. The
same hole configuration as on the side of the mounting plates is repeated on each end of the bars.
Although these are reamed for a press fit on the dowel pin and the bolt holes were drilled through
with a 5/16" diameter drill. Dimensions from which the reinforcement bars were constructed are
in Figure 30.

Figure 30: Reinforcement Bars Drawing
Once the bearing block assembly was completed the assembly was placed on top of bars
that were clamped across additional vertical bars. These bars were secured to the two portions of
tubing welded in-between the gunnels by C-clamps. This temporary mock up allowed the
bearing assembly to be positioned at the correct height and location prior to the uprights being
welded to the bottom of the mounting plates. When the correct position was obtained for the
bearing assembly the uprights were tack welded to the mounting plates. The entire assembly was
then removed and bars were clamped across the free ends of the uprights, this was done so that
the uprights did not move when the heavier finishing welds were applied. When the welding
was completed the support structure was then positioned on the tubing in-between the gunnels
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and welded to it. To provide additional clearance for the belt two spacing blocks were made
from the three quarter of an inch aluminum square stock. These blocks were installed on only
the right hand side of the bearing block assembly, between the mounting plates and the
reinforcement bars.
There are additional tubing of the same size as the uprights welded in-between the four
main supports; this even further reinforces the framework. To complete the framework,
reinforcements were welded in-between the two portions of gunnel tubing on both ends, as well
as in-between the transom and the rear gunnel tube. The final fortifications to the structure were
two pieces of the two inch square by quarter of an inch wall tubing connecting the front gunnel
tube to the rear mounting tube for the engine mounts, which is located on the floor of the hull. In
Figure 31 some of the supports that were welded for reinforcement of the mounting tubing that
run in-between the gunnels can be seen. Figure 32 shows the completed bearing block assembly.
Mock up arrangement for welding the uprights can be viewed in Figure 33. The finished
propeller structure is in Figure 34.

Figure 31: Propeller Framework Reinforcements
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Figure 32: Bearing Block Assembly

Figure 33: Mock Up Configuration for Propeller Structure
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Figure 34: Propeller Structure
Fabrication of the propeller shaft was commenced when the propeller structure was
completed. A temporary shaft that had been turned for a slip fit in the bearings was used during
the construction of the A-frame. The propeller shaft was machined using a lathe and a mill.
Four inch diameter stressproof was the material from which the shaft was machined from.
Centers were placed in each end of the shaft and the excess material was removed from the shaft.
To make certain that the shaft was balanced it was finished between centers on the lathe.
Attention to the temperature of the shaft during the last cut was closely monitored in order assure
that the shaft would be held within the tolerances that were required. A half of a thousandths
press fit onto the shaft for the bearings was necessary. This tolerance was achieved with the
completed shaft. The locations where the bearings would be in contact with the shaft are the
positions where the shafts tolerances had to be closely watched. Sites where the bearings are not
touching the shaft were intentionally machined slightly a thousandths smaller than the other
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surfaces. This made the installation of the shaft into the bearing assembly much simpler. A 3/8 of
an inch keyway is in the shaft so that the poly-V pulley can be fastened onto the shaft using the
sheave and a three eighths key.
There is a shoulder on the front side of the four inch diameter flange. The first bearing in
the bearing assembly is installed with its face against this shoulder, thus constraining the shaft
from moving forward in the axial direction. To prevent the possibility of the shaft shifting
backwards out of the bearing assembly there is a clamp collar located on the end of the propeller
shaft on the front side of the second bearing. Six 5/16" - 18 tapped holes are evenly spaced on a 75
millimeter bolt pattern on the four inch flange of the propeller shaft. This is the bolt pattern of
the Warp Drive propeller that was purchased for the airboat. A 5/16" - 18 tapped hole is located
on the end of the stub shaft this hole is used to mount the spinner of the propeller. The 1.006"
diameter stub shafts length is the thickness of the propeller hub, this shaft helps to center the
propeller when installing it onto the propeller shaft.
In order to install the shaft into the bearing block assembly, the bearing assembly had to
be removed from the top of the A-frame. The shaft was placed in a freezer in order to shrink the
diameter of the shaft so that it would slide into the bearings. Additionally the bearing assembly
was placed at a very low temperature inside of an oven so that the bearings would slightly
expand. Afterwards the shaft was removed from the freezer and the bearing assembly from the
oven, the shaft was then installed into the bearing assembly. The completed shaft installed in the
bearing assembly is in Figure 32 above. Figure 35 shows the AutoCAD rendering that was
utilized to machine the shaft.

Figure 35: Propeller Shaft Rendering
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Propeller Guard Structure
The propeller shroud was manufactured from aluminum round tubing and solid rods,
based on the decision matrix in Table 7. Before the cage could be started a tubing bender had to
be created to bend the two main U-shaped hoops that create the main structure of the guard. A
large piece of channel iron was used to create a holder onto which two acetyl wheels were
mounted. Another wheel was mounted onto a hydraulic press; each of the wheels had a one inch
diameter groove in them. Figure 36 shows a picture of the tubing bender that was utilized in the
construction of the cage. By applying pressure onto the one inch diameter aluminum tubing with
the wheel mounted on the press the tubing would bend. Thus by rolling the tubing through this
assembly and periodically applying more pressure the tubing was bent into a U-shaped hoop.
Ease of
Fabrication
Durability
Cost
Fabrication
Time
Weighting Factor
.25
.2
.25
.1
.2
15
15
95
15
Stainless 10
Steel
2.5
3
3.75
9.5
3
20
30
35
75
65
Steel
5
6
8.75
7.5
13
75
85
90
70
50
Aluminum
18.5
17
22.5
7
10
Table 7: Propeller Shroud Material Decision Matrix
Weight

Material
Selection

Decision Criterion

Figure 36: Tubing Bender

Total
100
21.78
40.25
75
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Once these hoops were completed the remaining fabrication of the cage could be
initiated. The next step was to weld the 0.687" diameter x 0.100 wall tubing in a rectangular
pattern in-between the two hoops. Afterwards, additional 0.687" diameter tubing was welded
onto one face of the cage in a rectangular pattern. A TIG (Tungsten Inert Gas) welder was then
used to smooth the welds on the cage. ¼" diameter aluminum rods were then welded onto the
exterior framework in a 2 ¾" square mesh using .030" diameter ER4043 wire with the MIG
spool gun. Half of an inch aluminum plates where subsequently welded onto the top side of the
gunnel at the rear of the hull. Stainless steel rods were bolted onto these plates previous to
welding. These rods allow the cage to be removed from the hull by removing cotter pins that
hold onto stainless pins. These pins mount through the stainless studs and the one inch diameter
aluminum tubing of the two main hoops of the cage.
Framework to mount the rudders was the final step in the propeller guard structure. The
main structure of the rudder mounts are one inch diameter by eighth of an inch wall tubing.
There are two of these tubes, one above and one below the rudders. Each of these sections of
tubing was bent using the tubing bender that was fabricated. These supports are reinforced by
0.687" diameter by 0.100" wall tubing that connect to the top of the transom and to the top of the
cage. Welded in the middle on the top of the transom is a half of an inch thick aluminum plate.
The reinforcement tubing has a quarter of an inch plate welded onto them which bolts onto the
plate that is on top of the transom. In order to take off the cage you have to remove the pins that
hold onto the U-shaped hoops, unbolt the plate on the top of the transom, unplug the cooling fan,
drain the coolant from the radiator, and then disconnect the coolant lines. Figures 37 through 42
show the propeller cage during different stages of the fabrication and the rudder mounting
structure.
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Figure 37: Propeller Cage Stage 1

Figure 38: Propeller Cage Stage 2
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Figure 39: Propeller Cage Stage 3
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Figure 40: Completed Propeller Guard

Figure 41: Bottom Rudder Support Structure
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Figure 42: Top Rudder Fortification
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Additional Enhancements
Installation of flooring and side panels was the final stage of the fabrication process of
the airboat. All of the panels are made from .040" thick aluminum sheets. Figures 43 through 46
reveal the process for putting in the side and floor panels, in addition to the completed paneling.
There are two panels that cover the floor except for twenty inches from the transom. Both of the
sidewalls are covered using single sheets back to the same location where the floor panels end.
The rectangular pockets in the nose that are created by the runners were filled with one inch
thick foam. Afterwards additional triangular sections of foam where cut and placed in-between
the tubing that reinforces the bow. This foam was added so that a panel could be placed over the
top of the fortification tubing allowing for a more desirable appearance. Sections of 1/8" thick by
one inch wide aluminum were tack welded to the bottom of the sidewalls and to the edges of the
nose; allowing for a location to secure the edges of the panel with pop rivets. A picture of the
bow with the foam installed is in Figure 44. Foam was also placed in the rectangular pockets of
the floor. Figure 43 displays the two completed flooring panels. This foam serves two purposes.
First it increases the buoyancy of the airboat in the situation that water is taken into the hull and
secondly it makes the floor and nose panels more rigid.
It was also decided to cover the gussets that support the sidewalls, for the same reason
that the reinforcement tubing for the nose was concealed. A framework was constructed from
1

/8" thick by one inch wide aluminum; Figure 45 shows the skeleton frame that was fabricated.

There are three ribs that run lengthwise across the face of the gussets, another rib is located on
the gunnel tubing. Positioned in-between each of the gussets are two additional pieces of the
aluminum rectangular stock, the bottom ends of these are welded to the previously installed floor
panels. They are also welded to the faces of the gussets and the top end is connected to the
uppermost lengthwise rib of the framework. To stiffen the skeleton frame small pieces of the 1/8"
thick aluminum were welded on to one side of the vertical ribs and to the face of the tubing
attached to the sidewalls. No foam was placed in the sidewalls prior to covering them with the
panels.
Prior to installing any of the panels, they were sanded using a dual action sander, this was
done so that they can be coated with Herculiner, which is a truck bed liner. Herculiner requires
that the surface onto which it is being applied be ruff. Once the panels are covered with the bed
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liner an air tight seal will be crated along the seams. This is the reason that the sidewalls were
not filled with foam. The sidewalls will contain large enclosures of air, and this will provide
more buoyancy than if they were filled with foam. Over 300 pop rivets were used to fasten the
panels to the floor and sidewalls. Figure 46 shows the completed paneling. Due to time
constraints and budget cost the bed liner has not yet been applied.

Figure 43: Installed Floor Panels

Figure 44: Bow Foam
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Figure 45: Framework for Sidewall Paneling

Figure 46: Completed Sidewall, Nose, and Flooring Panels
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Simulation Results
RomaxDesigner was used to create a model of the propeller shaft, intermediate shaft and
the poly-V belt that connects the two shafts. This is a simulation software for gearboxes,
bearings, and drivetrains. The double row angular contact bearings located on the propeller shaft
were inserted into the assembly along with the pillow block bearings of the intermediate shaft.
Material properties for the stressproof steel utilized in both of the shafts were also incorporated.
After the model was completed restraints and loads were placed on the assembly. All four of the
bearing bores were fixed onto the shafts and then their housings were rigidly set inside of an
arbitrary housing unit. These housing units represent the bearing blocks and the pillow blocks.
A dynamic load that included the moment of inertias in the x, y, and z axes was also
applied to the propeller shaft onto the stub shaft section which centers the propeller. The
propeller weight of 15 pounds was used to create this dynamic load. An input power of 60 HP
operating at 3,200 RPMs was applied onto the pinion shaft end on which the sprocket is located.
Belt tension was set to 60 pounds and the spring constant of the poly-V belt was applied. Mass
of each pulley was set to six pounds. The final load that was implemented was a 500 pound
thrust load that was positioned onto the end of the propeller shaft onto which the propeller is
fastened. Figures 47 through 58 represent the results of the simulation that was ran on the
assembly. This test was conducted at 70 ºC (158 ºF), which is the default setting for Romax.
Total test time was set to simulate running the system with the input power of 60 HP at 3,200
RPMs for 100,000 hours (over 11 years).

Figure 47: Isometric Close-up of Propeller Shaft Dynamic Loads
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In Figure 47 above is a close-up of the propeller shaft dynamic loads that were applied
onto the end of shaft. The black and white semi-circle centered on the end of the stub shaft
portion represents the coordinate system origin point of the assembly. Romax uses red arrows to
designate the 500 pound thrust load located on the end of the stub shaft. To symbolize the
dynamic loading generated by the weight of the propeller, Romax places an orange sleeve that
covers the location of the dynamic loads. The black lines around the circumference of the stub
shaft denote the output force of the shaft onto the propeller. In Figures 48-49 the blue disks are
the ball bearings, the bearing located on the back side of the propeller shaft flange is bearing
number one. Bearing number two is the bearing on the right hand side of the poly-V pulley of
the prop shaft. Rolling bearings three and four represent the pillow block bearings that secure
the intermediate shaft. The bearing positioned on the left hand side of the pinion shaft pulley is
bearing number three and the bearing situated on the other end of the shaft is the number four
bearing. Figure 48 is a screen shot of the Romax assembly for the drivetrain shafts and pulleys.
A maximum deflection of 132.93 μm (.0052 in) was obtained in the positive Z-direction
(to the right) by the propeller shaft; Figure 49 displays the deflections of the drivetrain shafts.
The pinion shaft has the greatest displacement of approximately 88 μm (.0035 in) occurring in
the negative Y-direction (vertically), located just to the right side of the pulley. A bearing life
summary of the four drivetrain bearings is located in Figure 50. In the summary table situated at
the bottom of Figure 50 the modified life and hours of the bearings are represented. Bearing four
will have the least amount of damage therefore it has the greatest predicted longevity. Estimated
life expectancy for bearing four was over 95,000 years of continuous operation at full power
setting. Romax does not take into account the possibility of bearing lubricant contamination
which would significantly lower the life of the bearing. This bearing sustained roughly 0.02%
damage during the simulation time of 100,000 hours. The shortest bearing survival time along
with the largest percentage of damage was predicted to occur in bearing two. An anticipated
longevity of over 155 years is still achieved by bearing two.
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Figure 48: Romax Pulley Assembly

Figure 49: Deflection of Drivetrain Shafts
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Airboat Drivetrain: Modified Damage

Airboat Drivetrain: Modified Life

Modified life (hrs)
Modified damage (%)
ISO 281 Adjusted ISO 281 ISO 281 Adjusted ISO 281
Rolling Bearing 1 1.5407e6
4.7193e6
6.5
2.1
Rolling Bearing 2 1.363e6
3.8246e6
7.3
2.6
Rolling Bearing 3 4.4333e7
2.4137e7
0.22557
0.41429
Rolling Bearing 4 8.3965e8
4.3962e8
1.191e-2
2.2747e-2
Figure 50: Drivetrain Bearing Life Summary
Bearings
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Plots of the bending stresses, radial displacements, torsion, and twist about the Z-axis of
both the propeller and intermediate shafts are located in Figures 51 through 58. The plot of
bending stresses are in Figures 51 and 52, the maximum bending stress that occurred in the
intermediate shaft is positioned exactly where the greatest displacement takes place. This is
precisely what is to be expected, the plot of bending stresses will illustrate the positions of the
displacements. A maximum bending stress of around 18 MPa (2.6 ksi) is anticipated for the
intermediate shaft. Greatest bending stress of the prop shaft is around 8.5 MPa (1.23 ksi).
Stressproof steel has a tensile strength of 125 ksi and a yield stress of 100 ksi, this results in a
safety factor with respect to yielding of around 38 for the pinion shaft and 81 for the propeller
shaft.
Maximum radial displacements of each of the drivetrain shafts are represented in Figures
53 and 54 below. The radial displacements of the intermediate shaft are nearly a perfect bell
shaped curve, while the displacements of the prop shaft are best described as a sine wave.
Maximum radial displacements of approximately 85 μm (.0033 in) and 8.7 μm (.00034 in)
respectively, take place in the pinion and prop shaft. Figures 55 and 56 present the plots for the
torsions of the shafts. A max torsion of 58 MPa (6.96 ksi) occurs in the propeller shaft, with the
intermediate shaft having a maximum of 14 MPa (2.03 ksi). Twist about the Z-axis is shown in
Figures 57 and 58. The intermediate shaft plot is almost perfectly horizontal, meaning that there
is zero degrees of twist between the two ends. 3.8 mrad (.22 deg) of twist occurs in the prop
shaft.
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Intermediate Shaft Bending

Figure 51: Intermediate Shaft Bending Stresses

Bending of Propeller Shaft

Figure 52: Bending Stresses of Propeller Shaft
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Maximum Radial Displacements of Intermediate Shaft

Figure 53: Maximum Radial Displacements of Intermediate Shaft

Propeller Shaft Maximum Radial Displacements

Figure 54: Propeller Shaft Maximum Radial Displacements
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Intermediate Shaft Torsion

Figure 55: Intermediate Shaft Torsion

Torsion of Propeller Shaft

Figure 56: Torsion of Propeller Shaft
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Twist about Z-Axis of Intermediate Shaft

Figure 57: Twist about Z-axis of Intermediate Shaft

Propeller Shaft Twist about the Z-axis

Figure 58: Propeller Shaft Twist about the Z-axis
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A model of the A-frame generated in Abaqus is displayed in Figure 59. Abaqus is a
finite element analysis simulation program. Material properties for 6061-T6 aluminum from
which the bearing block assembly and structure are fabricated from where inputted into the
simulation. The ends of the four support legs were fixed in all degrees of freedom. Additionally
a distributed load of 500 pounds was applied to the flange face of the prop shaft to simulate the
thrust load being produced by the propeller. Figure 60 shows the displacements of the structure,
the largest deflection occurs in the support legs. This results in the bearing assembly having the
greatest displacement with a value of roughly .010 inches. From the simulation results there
appears to be no noticeable deflections occurring in the bearing block assembly.
Von Mises stresses are represented in Figures 61 and 62 below. The greatest stress of
7.79 ksi transpires at the fixed locations of the supporting legs of the A-frame. Stress
concentrations were noticed on the bottom corners of the back cross member. This concentration
is located where the reinforcement tubing is welded to the legs. Due to issues with meshing and
model geometry, the values of the isolated stress areas can be disregarded. The stress at these
locations will be considerably diminished if the mesh is refined and the geometry problems
corrected. In actuality there are large welds securing the support sections to one another, a
moderately sized radius is essentially created. These radii disperse the stress over a larger area
therefore reducing the stresses in the locations previously mentioned.
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Figure 59: Abaqus A-frame Model

Figure 60: Displacements of A-frame
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Figure 61: A-frame Von Mises Stresses

Figure 62: Stress Concentrations on A-frame
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Performance Testing
A picture of the finished airboat is in Figure 63. Prior to testing the performance of the
airboat the weight was determined. This was accomplished by subtracting the weight of the
trailer from the total weight of the airboat on the trailer. The airboat weighs currently 1,080
pounds, however once the Herculiner and Steel Flex are applied the gross weight will increase to
slightly over 1,100 pounds. Initially the pitch was set to 20 degrees at the tips, but this was
discovered during prior engine test runs to limit the RPMs of the engine below what was desired.
To increase the engine speed to the preferred range of 6,000 to 7,500 RPM the pitch was
decreased to 15 degrees. Performance testing was conducted on Corey Lake located to the west
of Three Rivers, Michigan. Before the airboat was started it was placed in the water to confirm
that it would not take on water. With only a 150 pound operator the airboat draws (depth of hull
below water line) roughly six inches at the stern and two inches at the bow. During the first
performance test it was discovered that the belt was slipping on the pulleys when the engine
speed was close to its maximum setting. This was due to the belt being new and had not yet
been broken in. The belt tension was therefore increased by adjusting the tensioner assembly.
After the belt was properly tensioned, a GPS (Global Positioning System) was placed in
the boat and the second trial was initiated with only the operator. A top speed of 31 mph was
achieved; a picture of the airboat operating at maximum throttle is in Figure 64 below.
Subsequent tests were then conducted using one and then two passengers. With the operator and
a single passenger the airboat was still capable of planing and approaching speeds close to 30
mph. When two passengers where situated in the airboat, it was unable to get onto the surface of
the water. Therefore the speed was greatly affected and limited to around 12 mph. If the airboat
had been able get on plane the top speed would be greatly improved. Once the hull is coated
with the Steel Flex resin, which contains teflon, it might capable of planing with two passengers.
The resin would reduce the coefficient of friction between the hull and the water, thus improving
the performance. Figure 65 contains a picture of the airboat during initial acceleration.
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Figure 63: Finished Airboat
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Figure 64: Airboat Operating at Top Speed

Figure 65: Initial Acceleration of Airboat
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Possible Improvements/Recommendations
To improve the performance a more powerful engine with a higher power to weight ratio
could be implemented. The 1989 Yamaha FZR600 engine that currently is installed is 23 years
old, present day motorcycle engines produce significantly more horsepower per pound. An
engine of the same weight can now create over 100 horsepower compared to the 70 horsepower
that the FZR600 produces. Improving the horsepower without an increase in weight would
enhance the top speed that can be achieved.
An issue that was revealed during the performance testing was that the belt slips when the
engines RPMs approaches 8,000. Previous to testing this was an expected possibility, because
the poly-V belt and pulleys were determined to be the minimum size required to transmit 60 HP.
Wider pulleys and belt need to be implemented into the drivetrain; this would result in an
increase in the contact surface area between the belt and the pulleys. Consequently the belt will
be capable of transmitting additional HP. An alternative to increasing the width of the belt and
pulleys is to change to an M-style poly-V belt; this belt pattern has larger V-type grooves. This
additionally would result in an increase in the contact surface area. Additionally the pulley ratio
will be altered from the current configuration of 1:1 to having the intermediate shaft pulley two
inches larger than it currently is, thus resulting in a 1.25:1 ratio. This would make the propeller
turn at a higher RPM, since the propeller pulley would be a smaller diameter than the pinion
pulley.
Weight of the airboat could have been significantly reduced if the magnitude of the
material utilized in the hull and other structures was decreased. The current weight of the airboat
is 1,080 pounds, if the extent of the material size was reduced the handling and top speed would
be enhanced. An additional recommendation is to have a curved bow instead of an angled panel.
As a result the bow of the hull would move through the water with less resistance prior to the
airboat planing out. Handling could also be enhanced by having a larger radius where the sides
of the hull connect to the floor. This would produce sharper turning capabilities because the hull
would slide across the surface of the water without the edges digging in.
During the performance tests it was discovered that if the airboats speed was reduced too
quickly the wake created by the hull would splash against the transom and potentially come over
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the gunnel. To prevent this from occurring in the future a splash guard will be fabricated from
the remaining .040" thick aluminum sheets that were used for the floor panels. This guard will
be pop riveted onto the top of the transom and connect to the bottom rudder support tubing. It
will also curve around the top edges of the stern and continue forward about six inches to one
foot.
Previous to certifying the airboat with the state of Michigan, an ABC type certified fire
extinguisher will be installed onto one of the legs of the driver seating structure. An engine
shield will also be constructed from the .040" thick aluminum sheets. To create the supporting
framework for this guard, one by eighth of an inch thick aluminum angle will be used. The
guard will cover the entire engine, in addition to the drive chain. This shield will also come
down inside of the hull between the sidewalls and the ends of the engine. Cosmetics are the
reasoning for this additional portion of the guard; this section will block the remaining two feet
of the hull from sight when viewing the airboat from the bow. There are multiple purposes for
installing the shield. First, it protects the occupants of the airboat from coming in contact with
either the header or the muffler. Secondly, it covers the drive train into which an occupant could
become entangled. Last but not least important is that it covers the air filters, to prevent water
from being ingested into the engine while operating the airboat in the rain.
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Description and Responsibilities of Team Members
Ryan Rader:
 Project sponsor
 Had final decision on design of components
 In charge of building the airboat
 Researched and ordered a propeller
Adam Leppek:
 Devised drive train
 Designed seating structure
 Developed possible improvements
 Aided in construction of the airboat
Timothy Caputo:
 Researched safety requirements
 Designed propeller supporting structure
 Devised rudder and shroud
 Developed user controls
 Aided in construction of the airboat
Faculty Mentor:
Dr. Tianshu Liu
 Proposed methods and concepts to be explored during the design of the airboat
 Provided guidance during the design phases of the project
Industrial Mentor:
Gary Hesher
 Suggested concepts about the manufacturing and assembly processes
 Provided information on materials and parts
Industrial Advisor:
Michael Emrich
Partial Owner of Floral City Airboats
 Offered suggestions on airboat design aspects
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Deliverables
Progress Reports
Each week during the spring semester, progress reports were produced stating tasks that were
accomplished during that week as well as tasks that were expected to be completed before the
next period.
CAD Models
Computer-aided design models were produced to gain a visual understanding as well as to refine
initial design geometry.
Working Prototype
A working prototype of the Optimization of an Airboat Design was manufactured. The
prototype adhered to all the safety requirements to register it in the state of Michigan.
Oral Presentation
An oral presentation will be given at the conclusion of the spring semester. In this presentation
the team will demonstrate how the design was chosen, validations for the supporting framework
of the propeller, detailed cost analysis, CAD models, and videos of the prototype operating on
the water.
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Detailed Cost Analysis
Assorted Parts and Material Expenses
Component
1 lb. Spools of Aluminum MIG Welding Wire
Stainless Steel Wire Brushes
Welding Tips for Spool Gun
Tanks of Argon Gas for Welding
Fuel Cost to Pickup Components
4 ½" Ø Flap Disk Wheels
5" Ø DA Sanding Discs
Bottles of Brake Parts Cleaner
Cans of Carburetor Cleaner
Gallon Jug of Mineral Spirits
Grade 5 Bolts, Nuts, Washers, and Lock Washers
Hairpin Cotter Pins for 5/16-3/8" Ø Shafts
Other Misc. Items
Clamps for Securing Wiring and Radiator Tubes
Electrical Tape, Butt Splices, and 18 Gauge Wire

Quantity
37
3
12
2
N/A
4
35
3
3
1
N/A
10
N/A
8
N/A
Category Total:

Cost
$219
$9
$6
$103
$168
$24
$15
$9
$10
$12
$31
$2
$42
$10
$8
$668

Engine Components and Supplies Costs
Component
Quantity
1989 Yamaha FZR600 Motorcycle
1
Oil and Oil Filter
N/A
Rustoleum Semi-Gloss Black Spray Paint
2
Clymer Manual for Yamaha Motorcycle
1
Oil Seal for Motorcycle
1
K&N Air Filters, Exhaust Pipe Gaskets, Engine Coolant, and Oil
N/A
Filter Washer and Spring
Radiator Fan
1
Steel for Electronics Tray and Engine Plate Mounts
N/A
1" x 2" x 1/8" Wall Steel Tubing and 2" x 3" x ¼" Wall
N/A
Aluminum Tubing for Engine Mounts
Ignition Coils and Spark Plug Wires
N/A
16 Tooth Sunstar Front Sprocket
1
Spark Plugs
4
Stainless Steel Hose Clamps
6
D.I.D. Gold 530 VX 120 Link Motorcycle Chain
1
D.I.D. 530 Gold ZJ Rivet Link
3
¾" Ø I.D. x 10' Aluminum Conduit for Radiator Cooling Pipes
1
3
/16" Ø I.D. x 6' Rubber Tubing for Coolant Reservoir Tank
1
3
/8 " - 16 Threaded Rod for Engine Adjustment Rods
1
Throttle Cables
2
1" x 1" x 1/8" Aluminum Angle x 100" Long for Engine Guard
3
Framework
Category Total:

Cost
$800
$36
$16
$35
$7
$100
$20
$25
$53
$50
$22
$27
$5
$136
$34
$18
$5
$2
$21
$12
$1,424
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Hull Expenses
Component
/8" Thick 6061-T6 Panels for the Hull
6063-T52 Aluminum 1" x 2" x 1/8" Wall x 24' Long Rectangular
1

Quantity
5

6
Tubing for Reinforcements in the Hull
¼" x 10" x 10' Aluminum Rectangular Stock for Gussets
1
One Gallon Super Slick Steelflex
1
5
/16" Ø Stainless Steel U-bolts for Tie Downs
3
1" Ø Drain Plug
1
.040" x 4' x 12' Aluminum Sheets to Cover the Inside of the
3
Hull, Make a Splash Guard for the Transom, and Engine Guard
1" x 1" x 1/8" Aluminum Angle x 100" Long for Brackets to
4
Fasten the .040" Sheets to.
1" Thick x 4' Wide x 8' Long Foam Board to Fill Pockets in Hull
2
Prior to Installing the Panels
3
/16" Ø Pop Rivets
300
Category Total:

Cost
$548
$226
Donated
$124
$14
$4
$161
$18
$30
$3
$1,128

Drivetrain Costs
Component
5" x 5" x 6 ½" Long Aluminum Square for Bearing Blocks
2" x 2" x ¼" Wall Aluminum Tubing and ¾" x 3" x 26"
Aluminum Rectangular Stock for A-frame
112" L-Style 10 Groove Poly-V Belt
2" x 2" x ¼" Wall Aluminum Tubing and ¾" x 2 ½" x 2' Long
Aluminum Rectangular Stock for Intermediate Shaft Assembly
7
/8" Ø x 6" Extension Springs for Tensioner Sprocket
Two 40 mm Ø Bore Angular Contact Bearings, One 16 Tooth
Martin Sprocket, Two Bushings for Poly-V Sheaves, One 40
mm Ø Bore Split Clamp Collar, and Two 1 ½" Ø Bore Pillow
Block Bearings for Drivetrain
Three blade 62" Ø Carbon Fiber Warp Drive Propeller with 4"
Chrome Spinner
½" x 14" x 10" Aluminum Reinforcement Plate for Bearings
3
/8" -16 x 5 ½" Socket Head Cap Screws
5
/8" Ø Bore High Speed Ball Bearing for Idler Sprocket
25 Tooth 530 PBI Sprocket
16 Tooth Sunstar Front Sprocket

Quantity
1

Cost
$43

N/A

$148

1

$101

N/A

$37

2

$6

N/A

$437

1

$867

1
8
1
1
1
Category Total:

$25
$15
$24
$27
$22
$1,752
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Propeller Cage Value
Component
/16" Ø x 0.100 Wall x 6' Aluminum Tubing for Propeller Cage
1" Ø x 1/8" Wall x 12' Aluminum Tubing for Propeller Cage
11

¼" Ø x 12' Aluminum Rods Used to Create the Mesh to Cover
the Propeller Cage
1" Ø x 15" Aluminum Used to Make Plugs for the Propeller
Cage Tubing
¼" x 1 ½" x 49" Aluminum Plate to Make Mounting Plates for
Propeller Guard

Quantity
12
3

Cost
$43
$35

38

$71

1

$4

1

$7

Category Total:

$160

Belt Tensioner Assembly Price
Component
1" Ø x 3 ½" x 0.120" Wire Compression Springs for Belt
Tensioner Assembly
½" x 1 ½" x 49", 1 ¼" Square x 13 ½", and 1 ½" x 1 ¼" x 23"
Aluminum for Belt Tensioner Assembly
4" Ø Idler Pulley
5
/8" Ø Split Clamp Collars
5
/8" Ø Bore High Speed Ball Bearings for Idler Pulley

Quantity

Cost

2

$15

N/A

$19

1
2
2
Category Total:

$53
$14
$37
$138

Control Surfaces Costs
Component
4' Aluminum Airfoil Shaped Foam Filled Rudders with
Bushings
1" Ø x 1/8" Wall x 10' Aluminum Tubing for Rudder Mounting
Framework
3
/8" Ø x 12' Stainless for the Rods that Mount the Rudders
3
/8" Ø Ball Joint Rod Ends to Mount Rudders

Quantity

Cost

2

$349

1

$13

1
6
Category Total:

$11
$29
$402
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Seating Structure Expenses
Component
Single Person Foldable Boat Seats
11
/16" Ø x 0.100 Wall x 6' Aluminum Tubing for Drivers Seat
Framework and Rudder Control Arm
3
/8" Ø Ball Joint Rod Ends for Rudder Control Arm
½" x 1" x 7' Aluminum Rectangular Stock for Rudder and
Shifter Arm Linkages
3
/16" x 12" x 5' Aluminum Plate for Mounting Passenger Seats
½" x 1 ½" x 2' Aluminum Rectangular Stock for Pedestal TSlide Plates of Passenger Seats
3
/8" Ø Fender Washers for Mounting Seats
Box of Number 10 x 1 ½" Self Tapping Screws for Fastening
Passenger Mounting Plates

Quantity
3

Cost
$105

5

$17

4

$20

1

Donated

1

$33

1

$6

12

$3

1

$6

Category Total:
Grand Total:

$190
$5,862

A $5,000 budget was proposed for this project and the grand total that was spent to
construct the airboat was $5,862. This is a 17.2% excess over the anticipated expense of the
project. A detailed cost analysis is presented in the tables above; the expenses for individual
components are separated into categories. These categories are subdivisions of the airboat,
displaying what the most expensive portion of the project was. The most costly segment was the
drivetrain with a total of $1,752, accounting for 29.9% of the total expense of the project. A total
of $138 was spent on the belt tensioner assembly, making this the least expensive portion; this is
2.4% of the entire expense.
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Project Schedule
The project schedule is represented in Figures 66 through 68. Ryan was in charge of the
construction of the airboat, along with having the final decision on the design of the individual
portions. Adam and Tim were responsible for designing the subdivisions of the project. They
also created simulations and an AutoCAD rendering of the airboat, occasionally they aided in the
construction, when Ryan required their assistance. Ryan gave Adam and Tim the requirements
for each division; he also suggested how to design them. In the Figures below a detailed project
schedule represents the time that was spent designing and constructing the airboat components.

Figure 66: Schedule Part 1
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Figure 67: Schedule Part 2
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Figure 68: Schedule Part 3
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Appendix A: Personnel
Contact Information:
Faculty Mentor
1. Dr. Tianshu Liu
 Professor in Mechanical/Aeronautical Engineering
 Office: G-217
 Phone: (269) 276-3426
 Email: tianshu.liu@wmich.edu
Industrial Mentor
2. Gary Hesher
 Machinist at Marion N. Rader Machine Shop
 Phone: (269) 435-5708
 Email: radermachine1@frontier.com
Industrial Advisor
3. Michael Emrich
 Partial Owner of Floral City Airboats
 Phone: (352) 637-4390
 Email: info@airboatfl.com
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Ryan A. Rader
(269) 279-5112 ♦ 51489 Wetherbee Rd., Marcellus, MI 49067 ♦ ryan.a.rader@gmail.com

OBJECTIVE
To obtain a position as an entry level engineer, to utilize my design experience, organizational, and
problem solving skills while contributing to a company’s growth.

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI
Major: Aeronautical Engineering
Minor: Mathematics

April 2012
GPA: 3.70

RELEVANT COURSEWORK





Engineering Graphics
Aeronautical Materials
Fundamentals of Aerodynamics
Aircraft Structural Design






Aeronautical Propulsion Systems
Flight Vehicle Dynamics
Flight Vehicle Performance
Flight Test and Design

WORK EXPERIENCE
Marion N. Rader Machine Shop
Three Rivers, MI
Machinist/General Labor
2004-Present
 Work 40 hours weekly during summer, part-time fall through spring.
 Manufacture products using various machinery including lathes, mills, band saws, hydraulic
presses, sand blasters, welders, and surface grinders.
 Perform duties required for maintenance of equipment and building.
 Order materials and supplies required to manufacture products.
 Create three-view renderings using AutoCAD software.
 Make customized parts for performance vehicles.

PROGRAM KNOWLEDGE
 Design Software: AutoCAD, SolidWorks
 Microsoft Office: Word, Excel, PowerPoint
 Numerical Software: MATLAB

HONORS
 Dean’s List (6 semesters)
 3rd Place IME 1420 Engineering Graphics Competition Fall 2007

REFERENCES
Available upon request
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ADAM P. LEPPEK
660 Charlie Ct. Apt 2B
Portage, MI 49002

810-869-6481
adam.p.leppek@gmail.com

OBJECTIVE
To obtain a position as an Entry Level Engineer, utilizing my design experience, organizational abilities, and
problem solving skills while contributing to company growth
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Aeronautical Engineering
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI
College of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Lee Honors College

April 2012
GPA- 3.15

TECHNICAL PROJECTS
Optimization of an Airboat Design - Senior Design Project
Spring 2012
Construct operational prototype of airboat design; design optimized using components and manufacturing
processes available to design team. Design and model seating structure and drive train assemblies using
AutoCAD and Romax
Wing Box Optimization - Aircraft Structural Analysis Project
Fall 2011
Designed, optimized, and analyzed cantilevered wing box with dimensions determined. Created working model in
Abaqus and optimized it to give lowest weight possible while satisfying requirements provided.
RELATED ENGINEERING COURSEWORK
Engineering Graphics—Learned essentials including technical sketching, orthographic projections, and CAD
Intro to Aeronautical Engineering—Studied overview of aeronautical engineering disciplines including
aerodynamics, propulsion, stability and control, propulsion, and structures
Thermodynamics—Became familiar with fundamental laws of thermodynamics and alternate energy systems
Machine Design—Applied engineering principles to design machine mechanisms and basic systems
Aircraft Design—Completed conceptual and preliminary designs along with detailed drawings and layouts of
an aircraft emphasizing performance, stability and control, and total vehicle efficiency
Instrumentation—Gained experience with principles of measurement, testing, and evaluation of mechanical and
aeronautical engineering systems as well as wrote technical reports with estimations of error
Flight Test and Design—Analyzed and designed in-flight experiments to determine the drag of an aircraft
Intro to Engineering Computing II: Mathematical Software—Trained with mathematical software and
determined how the mathematical software is different from and similar to computer programming
Intro to Computer-Aided Design—Developed ability to work with CAD packages such as Catia and NX
ENGINEERING/COMPUTER SKILLS
AutoCAD Civil 3D
Matlab
Autodesk Inventor
Microsoft Office

Technical Sketching
NX

Catia
Abaqus

WORK EXPERIENCE
WMU Landscape Services - Groundskeeper, Kalamazoo, MI
August 2010-Present
 Follow directions provided by supervisor to accomplish assigned tasks with co-workers
 Complete routine maintenance of roads and sidewalks used daily by clientele
 Determine solutions to untypical problems encountered on the job and report to supervisor
 Operate and repair landscaping hand tools and powered equipment
Stryker - Material Handler, Portage, MI
April 2011-Aug 2011
 Maintained inventory accuracy through use of tracking system and precise records
 Assisted other material handlers and cell specialists as needed with problems and assigned tasks
 Recorded packed parts and placed in correct location as indicated by corresponding label
 Demonstrated attention to detail and received company awards for dedication to the job at hand
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Current Address
1541 Ojibwa Trail
Kalamazoo, MI 49006

Timothy M. Caputo

Permanent Address
1908 Wilder St.
Haslett, MI 48840

Cell Phone: (517) 896-6708
E-mail: timothy.m.caputo@gmail.com

OBJECTIVE
Obtain an Internship position as an engineer within your company. I will use my knowledge and abilities to aid the company
in reaching their goals and expectations of success.

EDUCATION
September 2005−Present
Expected Graduation: December 2012

Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI
Bachelor of Science in Aeronautical Engineering
Minor: Mathematics

RELEVANT COURSEWORK
· Aerodynamics Under Subsonic Conditions
· Aircraft Stability and Control
· Thermodynamics
· Engineering Statistics

· Aerodynamics Under Supersonic Conditions
· Statics & Dynamics
· Calculus 1 though 4
· Engineering Graphics

WORK EXPERIENCE
Applied IE
Applied IE, Kalamazoo, MI
September 2011−Present
Manufacturing Engineer
· Writing operation manuals
· Statistical analysis on quality insurance of protocols and procedures
· Problem solving and coming up with concepts to make operations more efficient
Patriot Restoration LLC.
Patriot Restoration, Michigan Center, MI
June 2011−Present
General Laborer
· Demolition of damaged or unsafe areas caused by fire, wind or water
· Landscaping
· General cleaning and prep work
Mossberg Precision Diagnostics
Mossberg Labs, Kalamazoo, MI
November 2010−January 2011
Interned in quality control management
· Writing operation manuals
· Statistical analysis on quality insurance of protocols and procedures
· Problem solving and coming up with concepts to make operations more efficient
Western Michigan University
Engineering and Applied Science Advising Office
June 2009−August 2009
Front Desk Receptionist
· Scheduled student’s appointments to see their advisor
· Answered question to help students schedule classes
· Organized and filed paper work for the advisors
Michigan State University
South Complex Facilities, East Lansing, MI
December 2002−January 2009
Maintenance
· Used self-management and team working skills while working in various environments
· Used organizational skills to ensure quality work on all project
· Worked on projects from general up keep to restoration and repair
· Managed several maintenance teams in various campus buildings

COMPUTER SKILLS
· Windows 98/XP/Vista/7
· Solid Edge/Solid Works

· AutoCAD
· MATLAB

· Minitab
· RomaxDesigner

· Microsoft Office

HONORS AND ACTIVITES

· MITES Competition: 1st place at regional and state
· Theta Tau: Professional Engineering Fraternity-Treasure

Volunteer
· Theta Tau: Can Food Drive / Adopt A Highway
· Camp Forget-Me-Not: Mentor to grieving children

May 2005
September 2007−May 2010
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Appendix B: Proprietary Information
All models, prototypes, data, results, and conclusions produced in this project will be considered
ownership of Ryan Alan Rader.
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Appendix C: ABET Questions
Assessment of Student Outcome #5
ME 4800
The MAE faculty members have identified “An ability to design a system, component, or
process to meet desired needs within realistic constraints such as economic, environmental,
social, political, ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, and sustainability” as one of
the student outcomes for both mechanical and aeronautical engineering programs. As part of
your design project, we ask you to answer the following questions. You are required to submit
the completed form with your final report in ME 4800. In your final report, please include page
references in response to each question below.
Evaluation of student outcome “An ability to design a system, component, or process to meet
desired needs within realistic constraints such as economic, environmental, social, political,
ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, and sustainability”
1.

This project involved the design of a: system / component / process
Description:
A functional prototype of an airboat design was constructed utilizing the
manufacturing processes and components available to gain knowledge and
experience with the design process. The hull, rudders, seating structure, propeller
shroud, drivetrain, and drive unit framework were fabricated at a machine shop.
Welders, mills, lathes, band saws, grinders, hydraulic presses, and power tools were
employed in the construction. Drivetrain and drive unit framework was designed
and analyzed using RomaxDesigner, a simulation software for gearboxes, bearings,
and drivetrains as well as Abaqus a Finite Element Analysis program.

2.

The need:
We were very interested in airboats and wanted to learn more about them by
designing and building an airboat.

3.

The constraints: (Explain and justify any constraint that was relevant to the project. At
least 3 constraints must be addressed.)
Economic:
The team had a limited budget and had to base decisions on what would be the
most economical, while at the same time meeting the requirements.
Environmental:
Social:
Political:
Ethical:
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Health & Safety:
Our airboat was required to meet safety protocols and not endanger anyone or
anything during the building or testing of our airboat.
Manufacturability:
We had to work with the equipment provided to us within the machine shop and the
materials that were purchased.
Sustainability:
Others:
4.

Is there a potential for a new patent in your design? Explain and compare with related
patents.
There are no plans to implement a patent for the design of this project.
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Assessment of Student Outcome #9
ME 4800
The MAE faculty members have identified “A knowledge of contemporary issues”
as one of the program outcomes for both mechanical and aeronautical engineering programs.
Contemporary issues are any issues that you hear on the news related to new and old
products and their safety, new innovations, technologies, standards and regulations in
general. As you develop your proposal for your senior design project, we ask you to start
answering the following questions. These questions would guide you in the development of
ideas you need to include in your proposal and final project reports. You are required to submit
the completed form with your final proposal in ME 4790 and again with your final report in ME
4800. In your proposal and report, please include page references in response to each question
below.
Evaluation of program outcome “A knowledge of contemporary issues”
1.
Why is this project needed now?
We were very interested in airboats and wanted to learn more about them by
designing and building an airboat.
2.

Describe any new technologies and recent innovations utilized to complete this project.
To drive the airboat a motorcycle engine along with a chain and belt system was
used.

3.

If this project is done for a company—how will it expand their potential markets?
---how will it improve satisfaction of the company’s existing customers?
N/A
---identify the competitors for this kind of a product, compare the proposed design with
the company’s competitors’ products.
We are not using a gear reduction box like other airboats that use automotive
engines.

4.

How did you address any safety and/or legal issues pertaining to this project (e.g., OSHA,
EPA, Human Factors, etc.).
We contacted the State of Michigan to research any regulations that pertained to
operating a vehicle on the water in Michigan. The airboat meets or exceeds these
regulations.

5.

Are there any new standards or regulations on the horizon that could impact the
development of this project?
There are none that we are aware of.

6.

Is there a potential for a new patent in your design? Please document related patents.
There are no plans to implement a patent for the design of this project.
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Assessment of Student Outcome #12
ME 4800
The MAE faculty members have identified “An understanding of the impact of the
engineering solutions in a global, environmental and societal context”
as one of the program outcomes for both mechanical and aeronautical engineering programs. As
you develop your proposal for your senior design project, we ask you to start answering the
following questions. These questions would guide you in the development of ideas you need to
include in your proposal and final project reports. You are required to submit the completed
form with your final proposal in ME 4790 and again with your final report in ME 4800. In your
proposal and report, please include page references in response to each question below.
Evaluation of program outcome “An understanding of the impact of the engineering solutions
in a global, environmental and societal context”
1.

Is this project useful outside of the United States? Describe why it is or is not-provide
details.
This project could be useful in foreign countries if they need something for travel on
lakes or streams.

2.

Does your project comply with US and/or international standards or regulations? Which
standards are applicable?
We researched regulations and made sure that the airboat complied with US and
State of Michigan regulations for vehicles on the water.

3.

Is this project restricted in its application to specific markets or communities? To which
markets or communities?
This project can only be operated on the water.

4.

If the answer to any of the following is positive, explain how and, where relevant, what
were your actions to address the issues?
We do not have any positive impact on any of the following

Design is focused on serving human needs. Design also can either negatively or positively
influence quality of life. Address the impact of your project on the following areas.
Air quality?
There will be a little air pollution that comes from our motorcycle engine but it won't be
significant.
Water quality?
We were careful to make sure that the airboat did not leak any contaminates into the water
while testing.
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Food?
N/A
Noise level?
Due to the reliance of a propeller driven propulsion system, the noise generated by this
design when operating the airboat at top speed can be quite considerable.
Does this project impact:
Human health?
N/A
Wildlife?
The noise from the prop may scare off wildlife but as long as the operator does not hit
anything, the airboat will not have an impact on wildlife.
Vegetation?
N/A
Does this project improve:
Human interaction?
N/A
Well being?
N/A
Safety?
N/A
Others?
N/A
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Assessment of Program Outcome #13
ME 4800
The MAE faculty have identified “A recognition of the need for, and ability to engage in lifelong learning” as one of the student outcomes for both mechanical and aeronautical engineering
programs. As you develop your senior design project, we ask you to start answering the
following questions. These questions will guide you in the development of ideas you need to
include in your final project report. You are required to submit the completed form in the last
appendix of your final report. Please include the page numbers of the report that addresses the
answers to the following questions.
Your responses will be used in the Evaluation of student outcome “A recognition of the need
for, and ability to engage in life-long learning”
A well organized team brings necessary backgrounds and talents together that are needed to
successfully execute the design process. Each team member plays an important role on the
design team. Individual members must be prepared to gain any additional skills necessary, and
improve existing skills during project execution. Your response to the questions below will be
evaluated for our ability to convey the need for lifelong learning and your ability to be creative in
recognizing the need and acquiring the requisite knowledge.
ME 4800
Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineering Design Project
For each team member:

Adam Leppek
1. List the skills you needed to execute your responsibilities on the project as outlined in ME
4790.
 The skills I needed to execute my responsibilities on the project included: computer
aided design experience, construction skills, time management, and written
communication.
2. List how you gained the requisite skill, or enhanced your existing skill, to the benefit of your
design team and the project.
 I practiced computer aided design and RomaxDesigner when I had free time and
worked with Ryan to learn skills necessary for proper construction. I budgeted my
time to make sure that I was able to get done what I needed to in the proper
time constraints.
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Ryan Rader
1. List the skills you needed to execute your responsibilities on the project as outlined in ME
4790.
 Organizational and leadership skills were essential for team member tasks to be
assigned and a precise schedule to be maintained in order for the project to be
completed within the allotted time.
 Knowledge that had been gained of mechanical systems from motor rebuilds, classic
car restorations, personnel projects, and eight years of employment at a machine shop
were an asset when designing and fabricating the airboat.
 A significant portion of the project required MIG welding aluminum with a spool
gun. MIG welding was required to connect the panels to the runners and gussets
during the construction of the airboat's hull. Additionally, it was required when
fabricating the seating structure, prop guard, engine framework, and propeller shaft
support assembly.
 Efficiency of technical writing was a requirement for both the proposal and final
report.
 Numerous mechanical components and systems have been modeled in AutoCAD for
Marion N. Rader Machine Shop during eight years of employment. Familiarity with
mechanical systems and manufacturing machinery was vital for accurate construction
of the airboat components.
2. List how you gained the requisite skill, or enhanced your existing skill, to the benefit of your
design team and the project.
 Being the project sponsor meant that I had to improve my leadership skills. Time
management was a critical concern due to the relatively small amount of time that
the project had to be completed in. Therefore ensuring that the team kept on track
with the proposed schedule was critical. Individual tasks were assigned to each team
member, including myself to ensure that the project would be completed. The final
decision on the design of the sections of the airboat was mine; due to this I was
involved throughout every step of the design process. My leadership skills were
enhanced by the immense amount of work that was accomplished during this project.
 Personal experience from working at a machine provided guidance and creative
ingenuity when designing and constructing the airboat. Fabricating the various
components of the airboat allowed me to gain more knowledge and improved skills
with various types of machinery. This project improved my understanding of how to
design and fabricate mechanical systems.
 The skill level needed to successfully accomplish the MIG welding required during
the assembly of the airboat was be achieved by reading articles on MIG welding and
from personal practice. Industry professionals provided assistance when necessary.
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 The technical writing skills obtained during writing the proposal and from previous
technical reports provided a solid background for assembling the final report of this
project.
 Modeling experience was acquired from practice while designing the individual
components of the airboat. Accurate models of the assemblies proved necessary and
beneficial during the manufacturing of the airboat.

Timothy Caputo
1. List the skills you needed to execute your responsibilities on the project as outlined in ME
4790.
 Modeling experience in industry using AutoCAD 2004 though 2010
 Computer Programming using MATLAB
 SolidWorks Modeling Knowledge
 Knowledgeable use of analytical software which include
 Romax
 Abaqus
 Inventor
 Experienced boat operator: have been on the water for over 20 years
2. List how you gained the requisite skill, or enhanced your existing skill, to the benefit of your
design team and the project.
 Through research using the internet on credible websites
 Talking to an expert in the field of the desirable information needed to learn
 Using tutorials and reference books for the given application
 Using text books and class materials on the given area that needed to be relearned
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Appendix D: Engineering Log Books
Engineering Log Book

Date:
12/16/11
12/19/11
12/20/11
12/21/11
12/22/11
12/23/11
12/26/11
12/27/11
12/28/11
12/29/11
12/30/11
12/31/11
1/02/12
1/03/12
1/04/12
1/05/12
1/09/12
1/10/12
1/11/12
1/12/12
1/13/12
1/16/12
1/19/12
1/20/12
1/23/12
1/24/12

Project Title: Optimization of an Airboat Design
Project # 12-04-20
Group Member: Ryan Rader
Time Spent:
Task Completed:
1
6 hrs.
Cut the /8 inch thick 6061 aluminum panels for the hull.
Cut runners from 1 x 2 x 1/8 in. wall aluminum tubing and gussets
6 ½ hrs.
from ¼ in. thick aluminum flat stock.
Finished making gussets and purchased welding wire for spool
6 ¼ hrs.
gun.
6 ¾ hrs.
Cleaned Yamaha FZR600 motorcycle and began disassembly.
10 hrs.
Began welding the panels together to create the exterior of the hull.
7 hrs.
Continued welding on the hull.
6 hrs.
Welded 1 x 2 x 1/8 wall aluminum tubing to gunnels of the hull.
9 hrs.
Welded aluminum tubing for runners inside of hull.
7 hrs.
Gussets were welded on the inside of the hull.
8 hrs.
Continued to weld on the hull.
Welded the top side of the gunnel seams of the hull and then
9 hrs.
ground them smooth.
Additional aluminum tubing was welded to strengthen the
5 hrs.
sidewalls; also the seams on the inside of the hull were welded.
Completed the welding of the additional supports and the inside
6 hrs.
seam.
9 hrs.
Outside seams of the hull were welded and then ground smooth.
9 hrs.
Finished welding and grinding of the outside seams.
A dual action sander (DA) was used to sand the outside surface of
7 hrs.
the hull.
6 hrs.
Cleaned work area and replaced oil seal on motorcycle.
8 hrs.
Removed engine and wiring harness from motorcycle frame.
Talked with a salesman about bearings for the propeller, purchased
1 hr.
materials, and ordered the propeller.
6 hrs.
Began to modify the motorcycle frame.
7 hrs.
Continued to modify the motorcycle frame.
Manufactured an electronics tray and brackets to mount electrical
11 hrs.
units to modified frame
3 hrs.
Meet with team members worked on designing the drivetrain.
Ordered material from Schupan, then visited Applied Industries in
Kalamazoo to get a quote on bearings, pulleys, and sprocket fro
6 hrs.
drivetrain. Picked up parts for the motorcycle engine and began
fabrication of engine mounts.
5 hrs.
Worked on engine mounts.
6 hrs.
Finished engine mounts and began to clean engine.
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1/26/12

6 hrs.

1/27/12

6 ½ hrs.

2/03/12

11 hrs.

2/04/12

12 hrs.

2/05/12

9 hrs.

2/06/12

9 hrs.

2/07/12

9 hrs.

2/08/12

5 ½ hrs.

2/10/12

9 ½ hrs.

2/11/12

12 hrs.

2/12/12

4 hrs.

2/14/12

1 hr.

2/15/12

6 hrs.

2/17/12
2/18/12

8 hrs.
7 hrs.

2/19/12

4 ½ hrs.

2/24/12

9 ½ hrs.

2/25/12

3 ½ hrs.

3/11/12

11 hrs.

3/12/12

12 hrs.

3/13/12
3/15/12

5 ½ hrs.
5 ½ hrs.

3/16/12

12 hrs.

Cleaned motorcycle engine and airboat hull.
Concluded cleaning the hull, picked up motorcycle engine parts,
and ordered drivetrain bearings, pulleys, and sprocket.
Worked on designing and construction of drivetrain.
Intermediate drive shaft assembly of the drivetrain was completed.
Did research on rosin coatings for the hull.
Painted motorcycle frame and engine mounts.
Painted gas tank and miscellaneous parts, afterwards commenced
assembling engine in the hull.
Continued assembly of engine and picked up ignition coils.
Ordered Steel Flex rosin for hull and continued reassembly of the
engine in the hull.
Started engine and checked to make sure everything was
functioning properly. Fabricated bearing blocks and plates.
Completed reinforcement plates for bearing blocks and pressed
bearings into blocks and initiated construction of the A-frame for
the propeller shaft.
Welded A-frame for the propeller shaft and additional
reinforcements in the hull to strengthen it where A-frame is
mounted.
Finished welding on A-frame.
Ordered and picked up material from Schupan for the belt
tensioner assembly and propeller cage. Began manufacturing of
the belt tensioner, additionally ordered a new chain for the chain
drive.
Belt tensioner assembly was completed.
Made the propeller shaft and completed the intermediate shaft.
Assembled the propeller and mounted it to the propeller shaft, then
started the engine to test everything.
Constructed an idler sprocket tensioner for the drive chain,
afterwards an adapter plate was created to accommodate for a
larger rear sprocket.
Started the engine again and checked RPMs of propeller using a
tachometer gun and fabricated a temporary shifter assembly.
Modified chain tensioner assembly. Manufactured a hub for the
new 25 tooth sprocket and mounted it to the intermediate shaft of
the drivetrain. Sandblasted idler pulley and re-machined all the
surfaces so that it would be balanced.
Created a tubing bender to make the propeller cage. Began
construction on the propeller cage.
Continued fabrication of the propeller cage.
Used TIG welder to smooth welds on propeller cage.
Finished smoothing the welds, picked up remaining material for
cage, and bored out the sleeve in the idler pulley and installed high
speed bearings. Began welding ¼ inch diameter aluminum rods
onto the cage to create a mesh.
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3/17/12

13 hrs.

3/18/12

13 hrs.

3/19/12

10 hrs.

3/21/12

5 hrs.

3/22/12

11 hrs.

3/23/12

9 hrs.

3/24/12

9 hrs.

3/24/12

4 ½ hrs.

3/25/12
3/26/12
3/27/12

14 ½ hrs.
6 hrs.
13 hrs.

3/28/12

8 ½ hrs.

3/29/12

8 hrs.

3/30/12

8 ½ hrs.

3/31/12

12 hrs.

4/1/12

4 ½ hrs.

4/2/12

11 hrs.

4/3/12

10 ½ hrs.

4/4/12

10 hrs.

4/5/12

7 ½ hrs.

4/6/12

13 hrs.

4/7/12

15 hrs.

Welding of the mesh was completed.
Welded plates onto the top railing of the hull to mount the cage,
started manufacturing of the framework to mount the rudders.
Fabrication of framework to mount the rudders was completed;
additionally the linkage that connects the rudders was produced.
Drilled a hole in the bottom of the transom and welded in a piece
of tubing for the drain plug. Initiated construction of the drivers
seat frame.
Worked on drivers seat frame.
Finished drivers seat framework and installed tie down bolts in the
transom and in the nose of the hull.
Reassembled tensioner assembly, removed radiator from
motorcycle frame and relocated it off to the side of the A-frame
mounted onto the propeller cage. Began shifter and clutch arm
construction.
Created electronic copies of my engineering log book and detailed
material expenses table. Started assembling the half report.
Worked on writing and assembling the half report.
Continued writing and assembling the half report.
Initiated writing of the final report.
Clutch and shifter arm fabrication completed, and manufactured a
bracket to mount the filler neck for the radiator onto the propeller
cage. Worked on formatting of the final report.
Rudder and throttle linkage assembly construction was initiated.
Fabrication of the throttle and rudder linkage assembly was
completed.
Removed the speedometer from the gauge cluster and then
mounted the altered gauge assembly along with the ignition beside
the driver's seat. Manufactured one of the radiator tubes from
aluminum conduit tubing.
Created the remaining radiator tube, afterwards the radiator fan
was rewired to turn on with the ignition.
Worked on writing the final report. Started the engine and tested
the shifting linkage assembly and the rudder control arm.
Continued writing the final report.
Took the airboat to Cycle Supply, where Bill Pipher Jr. made
throttle cables and a choke cable. Reinstalled the carburetors back
on the engine then the airboat was placed in a local lake to conduct
a test run.
Order and picked up material from Schupan and updated final
report.
Made the passenger seat pedestals and T-slide mounting blocks.
Began cutting and pop riveting aluminum sheets onto the floor of
the hull.
Installed the remaining flooring panels and the bow sheet.
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4/8/12

14 hrs.

4/9/12

9 hrs.

4/10/12

5 hrs.

4/14/12

12 hrs.

4/15/12

12 hrs.

4/16/12

11 hrs.

Total

635 hrs.

Fabricated the port side cover panel and the starboard side profile
framework for the panel. Worked on final report.
Inserted more pictures and wrote sections of the report. Installed
the final cover final on the starboard side.
Purchased and picked up material from Schupan in addition to
meeting with teammates and working on the presentation.
Did some detailing work to the airboat and changed the pitch to 15
degrees at the tips. Conducted performance testing on a nearby
lake, afterwards worked on the presentation.
Wrote the final sections of the report.
Final report was completed and practiced presentation with
teammates.
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Engineering Log Book

Date:
12/28
1/2
1/5
1/7
1/9
1/12
1/13
1/15
1/18
1/19
1/20
1/27
2/4
2/11
2/19
2/25

2/27
3/1
3/8
3/16
3/17
3/20
3/24
3/25
3/26
3/30
4/1
4/3

Project Title: Optimization of an Airboat Design
Project # 12-04-20
Group Member: Adam Leppek
Time Spent:
Task Completed:
6 hrs
Benchmarked airboats for initial propeller ideas
Talked to propeller companies to determine which prop would be
4 hrs
used for project and how much it would be
8 hrs
Benchmarked similar airboats for propeller determination
8 hrs
Worked on designing mounts for engine
6 hrs
Started rough CAD drawings of general structure of airboat
5 hrs
Worked on design of propeller shaft with Romax software
3 hrs
Went to Three Rivers to see the engine and boat hull and worked
on design of propeller shaft
8 hrs
Benchmarked airboats for design ideas
Worked on design of propeller shaft with Romax software and
4 hrs
AutoCAD
5 hrs
Completed drive train design and ran analysis
Worked with Abaqus to determine how to use the software for
4 hrs
simulations of structural supports
Went to Three Rivers to figure out CG location of motor,
4 hrs
placement of exhaust pipe and collect data
12 hrs
Worked on CAD models of separate airboat components to aid
Tim in the CAD model and continued to play around with Abaqus
7 hrs
Worked on CAD model and continued to work with Abaqus
4 ½ hrs
Went down to Three Rivers to help build airboat and run the
engine and prop for the first time
8 hrs
Started to work on the half report. Organized pictures and
information for half report and presentation. Researched additional
airboats for ideas and continued benchmarking.
6 hrs
Designed initial seating arrangement and structure
7 hrs
Worked on half report. Research additional airboats for ideas and
continued benchmarking.
6 hrs
Benchmarked control surfaces and seating structures
Assisted in welding the 1/4 inch diameter aluminum rods onto the
7 hrs
cage to create a mesh.
13 hrs
Completed welding of the mesh with team members
9 hrs
Worked on portions of half report and ABET questions
14 hrs
Updated drive train in Romax. Collected results
12 hrs
Created engineering log book and continued to work on half report
4 hrs
Worked on report
5 hrs
Edited CAD model and presentation for class
Researched how to import AutoCAD file into Abaqus for structural
5 hrs
analysis
6 hrs
Worked on presentation for class and worked on CAD model
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4/4

5 hrs

4/7

4 hrs

4/10
4/13

4 hrs
14 hrs

4/14

14 hrs

4/15
4/16
Total

4 hrs
6 hrs
241 ½ hrs.

Continued to research how to import AutoCAD file into Abaqus
Worked with Abaqus to prepare to get results once model is put
into Abaqus
Finished class presentation and prepared to present
Worked on putting A-frame into Abaqus and redoing Romax
Ran tests on airboat for performance, completed Abaqus results,
and continued to work on presentation
Worked on aesthetics of presentation
Finish final presentation and prepare for Senior Design Conference
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Engineering Log Book

Date:
1/9
1/11
1/12
1/13
1/16
1/18
1/19
1/20
1/23
1/27
1/30
2/3
2/5
2/10
2/14
2/17
2/19
2/24
2/27
3/6
3/9
3/15
3/16
3/17
3/19
3/23
3/24
3/25
3/26

Project Title: Optimization of an Airboat Design
Project # 12-04-20
Group Member: Timothy Caputo
Time Spent:
Task Completed:
Started rough CAD drawing representing the boat hull and motor, to
6 hrs.
get rough idea of the drive train layout.
Received part information and updated drive train layout to
3 hrs.
accommodate part limitations.
Worked on the design of propeller shaft in the drive train using
5 hrs.
Romax Designer.
Went to Three Rivers to see the engine and boat hull and worked on
3 hrs.
design of propeller shaft.
6 hrs.
Put more detail into the rough CAD drawing.
4 hrs.
Updated propeller shaft in Romax Designer and add the pinion shaft.
Completed design of the drive train using Romax Designer and did
5 hrs.
test analysis on the completed design.
5 hrs.
Started full detailed version of the airboat in Auto CAD 3D.
4 hrs.
Finished detailed CAD rendering of the boat’s hull.
Went to Three Rivers and collected data, figured out CG location of
4 hrs.
the motor, and placement for exhaust pipe/muffler.
6 hrs.
Started detailed CAD rendering of the drive train.
4 hrs.
Finished drive train CAD rendering.
Went to Tree Rivers to cleaned motorcycle frame and engine
9 hrs.
mounts. Then covered them in paint.
4 hrs.
Rendered pinion shaft support structure in Auto CAD.
6 hrs.
Went to Three Rivers and cleaned A-frame and collected data.
8 hrs.
Rendered A-frame into CAD model of the boat.
Went to Three Rivers to assemble and install the propeller. Started
5 hrs.
the engine and tested the dive train for the first time.
5 hrs.
Fixed and updated CAD rendering of the boat.
6 hrs.
Made a rough design of the seating arrangement and structure.
7 hrs.
Did some benchmarking on control surfaces of the airboat.
8 hrs.
Made some modification to the CAD model.
4 hrs.
Started working on the half report.
Went to Three Rivers and assisted in welding the 1/4 inch diameter
8 hrs.
aluminum rods onto the cage to create a mesh.
Went to Three Rivers and assisted in the completion of making the
13 hrs.
mesh for the prop shroud.
4 hrs.
Made a rough rendering of the prop shroud.
3 hrs.
Updated the CAD model some more.
Redesigned the drive train in Romax Designer to update it. Ran test
14 hrs.
on the updated design and collected the data
12 hrs.
Word on my portions of the report write up
3 hrs.
Got the signature of are factuality Advisor when having are meeting.
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3/30

5 hrs.

4/3

6 hrs.

4/5

4 hrs.

4/6

3 hrs.

4/9

4 hrs.

4/10
4/11

3 hrs.
2 hrs.

4/12

4 hrs.

4/13

19 hrs.

4/14

14 hrs.

4/15
4/16
Total

3 hrs.
6 hrs.
247 hrs.

Edited CAD model and started working on class presentation.
Worked on class presentation and went over the CAD model with
group member.
Tested and experimented with inputting AutoCAD files into Abaqus.
Refreshed myself on how to use Abaqus to retrieve desired
information.
Finished class presentations and went over test results with group
members.
Tried to regain lost data from broken flash drive
Continued to try to regain lost data.
Went though emails and hand calculation papers to gather the
information to recreate the lost data on flash drive.
Worked on lost Romax data and complete Romax testing. Modeled
the complete A-frame in Abaqus.
Completed Abaqus Results, Tested airboat and worked on
presentation.
Edited the video of the airboat testing for the presentation.
Finish final presentation with group members.

